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Preface 

 

     The present dissertation is the result of the studies under the direction of Professor 

Dr. Minoru Terano during 2012-2015.  The purpose of this dissertation is developing 

knowledge for high performance polypropylene (PP)-based materials based on the 

novel design of nanosilica network structure.   

     First of all, PP-based nanocomposite materials have been attracted due to achieve 

further reinforcement, which is expected to expand the using area of PP.  The first 

chapter is a general introduction according to the object of this research.  Chapter 2 

describes sol-gel synthesis of nano-sized silica in confined amorphous space of 

polypropylene and relationship between nano-level structures of silica and physical 

properties of resultant nanocomposites.  Chapter 3 describes morphological control of 

silica in polypropylene using confined amorphous space as template.  Chapter 4 

describes development of bio-inspired polypropylene-based materials through sol-gel 

reaction in laminated biaxially oriented polypropylene.  Chapter 5 describes the 

conclusion of this dissertation.   

 

Kengo Takeuchi 

Terano Laboratory,  

School of Materials Science,  

Japan Advanced Institute of Technology 

 

March 2015 
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1.1. Polypropylene 

Concept of polymer was pronounced in 1920s by Staudinger, who insisted that 

polymer is composed of long molecules connected by covalent bond.  Thermoset 

resins such as urea resin and/or phenol resin were initially produced from coal, and then 

the new polymer materials had been rapidly developed after Staudinger’s contribution.  

The linear polymers prepared from oil such as polyester, polyamide and polyolefin were 

newly appeared and the production amount had rapidly enlarged to replace the 

traditional materials like metal because of their excellent properties. 

Polymer materials are mainly classified into commodity plastics, engineering plastics 

and super engineering plastics.  The commodity plastics represented by polyethylene 

(PE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinyl chloride and polystyrene are widely used due to 

some advantages such as the low production costs, balanced mechanical properties good 

processability and so on.  On the other hand, polymers with high strength and heat 

resistance are called as engineering plastics including polyamide, polycarbonate, 

polyacetal, polybutylene terephthalate and denaturated polyphenylene ether.  In 

addition, super engineering plastics were also produced for the usage in high 

temperature.  While engineering plastics and super engineering plastics have excellent 

properties, the demerits coming from poor processability, high production cost and poor 

chemical resistance lead to the limitation of the using area.  Therefore, reinforced 

commodity plastics are highly desired. 

The production amount of PP is the highest in all polymers in the world.  Crystalline 

PP with high molecular weight was firstly synthesized by Natta in 1955 using catalyst 

based on titanium and aluminum [1,2].  The commercial production of PP started in 

1957 in USA and in 1958 in Europe.  Due to its comprehensive advantages in cost, 
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thermal properties, mechanical and rheological properties, environmental load and so on, 

the production amount have been increased.  The properties of PP are complicatedly 

dominated by various factors such as primary structure, high order structure and 

additives.  The structure and resulting properties of PP is firstly written in this chapter. 

 

 

 

1.2. Primary structure of PP 

1.2.1. Tacticity 

  Higher order structure of PP is determined not only by crystallization conditions but 

also primary structure of PP.  One of important factors on the primary structure is 

stereoregularity.  Vinyl polymer with a side chain possesses asymmetric carbon in 

main chain, where the structures with different substituent direction were defined as d 

and l, respectively.  On the other hand, the properties of PP are dominated by the 

repeating units of the carbons in terms of the same and zig-zag direction, so-called meso 

(m) and racemo (r).  The structures with only m, r and random sequences are defined 

as isotactic, syndiotactic and atactic polypropylene, respectively (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1.  Stereo configuration of polypropylene.  

 

  The higher order structure and physical properties both in solid and in molten-state 

are dramatically affected by the stereoregularity.  For example, PP with long isotactic 

and syndiotactic sequence respectively induce 3/1 herix [3] and 2/1 herix structure [4], 

resulting in semi-crystalline polymer, whereas crystal structures are not formed in 

atactic PP.  The crystallinity of usual isotactic polypropylene is from 40 to 70% and the 

length of isotactic or syndiotactic sequences play a key role to increase the crystallinity 

of PP [5].  While sPP has high toughness compared to iPP [6], iPP is commercially 

employed due to some advantages such as stiffness, price, heat distortion temperature 

and so on.  The stereoregularity is usually evaluated by 
13

C nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR). 

 

 

1.2.2. Polypropylene copolymer 

Copolymerization, which is the procedure to incorporate other monomer into 

polymer chain, is performed to modify the properties of PP.  In case of propylene 
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copolymerization, random copolymer incorporating ethylene 1-butene or 1-hexene is 

often prepared.  The defect region is induced by comonomer in polymer chain and 

interrupts the crystallization, resulting in low melting temperature and crystallinity.  

Therefore, the resulting polymer usually obtains high impact strength and transparency.  

Decrease of the crystallinity and melting temperature on propylene random copolymer 

largely depends on the kinds of comonomer (Figure 2).   

 

Figure 2.  Effects of comonomer types and content on crystallinity and melting 

temperature [7]. 

 

The crystallinity and melting temperature of propylene/1-butene copolymer are 

generally higher than that of propylene/ethylene or 1-hexene copolymer because a 1/3 

helix is fabricated by side chain of butene group, permitting incorporation of 
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comonomer unit in lamellar [7,8].  Amorphous ethylene propylene rubber (EPR) is 

prepared above 30% of ethylene content [9].  EPR regarded as rubber is vulcanized 

using peroxide, but vulcanization using surfer is impossible due to absence of double 

bond in the main chain.   

 

 

1.3. Higher Order Structure of Polypropylene 

  Higher order structure of PP is composed by hierarchical architecture.  The 

architecture is defined in order of size as unit cell, lamellar, spherulite, skin-core (Figure 

3).  The properties of PP are affected by higher order structure intricately, so precise 

control of the higher order structure is important to control the properties of PP.   

  

 

Figure 3.  Higher order structure of PP. 

 

Skin-core morphology
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1.3.1. Crystalline structure 

 

Figure 4.  Wide angle X-ray diffraction patterns of PP with different crystalline 

structures.  

 

The conformation of iPP with methyl group in side chain is 1/3 helix structure 

connected by trans and gauche alternately [10].  There are up and down types of 

helices owing to the differences in the direction of methyl groups in side chain.  In 

addition, the difference of the rotating direction also causes right-handed and 

left-handed helices.  Various crystalline structures are constructed by crystal 

asymmetry and arrangement of isotactic chain in iPP, and these are called as α, β and γ, 

which are evaluated by wide angle X-ray diffraction.  In this session, structure, 

formation and properties of each crystalline are described. 

α crystal is the most dominant crystal formed by usual crystallization procedure of 

iPP.  There are two kinds of α crystal with different crystallographic symmetry, which 

are classified as C2/c for α1 [10] and P21/c for α2 [11].  These structures of 
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crystallographic symmetry are shown in Figure 5 [13].  The unit cells are a = 0.665 nm, 

b = 2.096 nm, c = 0.650 nm,  = 99.62 and  =  = 90 for 1 and a = 0.666 nm, b = 

2.078 nm, c = 0.6495 nm,  = 99.62 and  =  = 90 for 2 [12]. 

The transition from α1 to α2 is induced by heat treatment above 150C [14,15]. 

 

Figure 5.  Two monoclinic space groups of (a) α1 and (b) α2 forms in iPP [13]. 

 

  The lamellar with α crystal exhibits cross-hatching morphology showing highly 

characteristic lamellar branching [15].  The morphology is directly observed by 

electron microscopy [16,17].  The structure is composed by mother lamellar formed to 

the direction of radial in spherulite and daughter lamellar tangentially grown on the 

mother lamellar.  The angle between mother lamellar and daughter lamellar is 80 [18].   

β crystal with hexagonal lattice was discovered in 1959 [4].  The formation of β 

crystal results in high impact strength, better toughness and less tensile strength 

compared to that of α crystal.  The crystallographic symmetry is shown in Figure 6.  

The lattice is a = b = 19 Å and c = 6.5 Å [20-23].  The preparation of iPP with rich β 

crystal has been achieved by crystallization in a temperature gradient [24,25] or in a 

flow gradient [26-28] and the addition of a nucleating agent [29-32].  The β crystal 

R dw/up

L dw/up

L dw/up

R dw/up

R dw

L up

L dw
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fraction (k) in iPP is evaluated by wide angle X-ray diffraction from following equation, 

)( 3211

1





HHHH

H
k


  

where 1H , 2H  and 3H  corresponds to the intensity of θ = 7.1, 8.5 and 9.4  

coming from α crystal respectively and 1H  corresponds to intensity of θ = 8.1  

coming from β crystal [3]. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Hexagonal lattice of β crystal [19]. 

 

γ crystal with triclinic lattice was discovered in 1960s [3].  The formation of γ 

crystal was epitaxially occurred on α crystal.  The angle between α and γ crystal is 40, 

which is different from cross hatching structure observed in α crystal [18,33].  Figure 7 

indicates crystallographic symmetry of γ crystal.  The crystal lattice is a = 8.54 Å, b = 

9.93 Å and c = 24.41 Å [34].   

γ crystal is observed not under general crystallization of PP homopolymer but 

crystallization of low molecular weight PP [35,36] or crystallization of PP at high 

pressure above 200 MPa [37,38].  Another important factor is the length of isotactic 

sequences.  The formation of γ crystal is attributed from short isotactic sequence, 

which is often observed in PP copolymer and PP synthesized by metallocene catalyst 

[5,39-41].  In addition, γ crystal fraction between α and γ crystal tends to be increased 

L R
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by high isothermal crystallization temperature [42].  According to Turner-Jones [43], γ 

fraction (Kγ) in the crystalline phase of PP containing both α and γ phases can be 

calculated using the following equation from intensity measured by wide angle X-ray 

diffraction: 

)130()117(

)117(






II

I
K


  

where Iγ(117) and Iα(130) denote integral intensities of the (117)γ and (130)α diffraction 

peaks, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 7.  Triclinic lattice of γ crystal [44]. 

 

  Molten iPP transforms into mesophase when it is quenched below 0C at the cooling 

speed with at least 80 C/s [45].  The structure is said to correspond to the smectic 

phase, which is intermediate structure between glass and crystal [46].  The chain 

conformation of mesophase is also 3/1 helix, but the crystallographic symmetry 

occupied by the chain is completely disordered.  Since the helix is important to form 

mesophase, PP with short isotactic sequence does not exhibit mesophase [47].   

It is known that these crystalline structures are converted into other by specific 

treatment.  For example, mesophase is thermodynamically unstable crystal which 

easily transforms to α crystal by heat treatment [3,48,49].  The heat or elongation of 

L R
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iPP with β crystal leads to the transformation to α crystal [50].  De Rosa et al. showed 

the crystalline conversion of PP largely depends on isotactic sequence and elongation 

ratio [51].  Since the properties and hierarchical structures of PP are dominated by 

crystalline structure, control of a crystalline structure is important for resulting PP 

materials. 

 

 

1.3.2. Lamellar 

Lamellar thickness is correlated with melting temperature and the relation is shown 

by following equation [52], 

)}
2

(1{0

lh
TT

l

e

mm





 

where Tm, Tm
0
, σe Δhl and l are the melting temperature, the equilibrium melting 

temperature, the melting enthalpy of a perfect crystal and free surface energy of the end 

face at which chains fold and lamellar thickness.  The value of Tm
0
, σe and Δhl are 464 

K [53], 102.9 J/cm
2
 [53] and 209 J/g [54], respectively.  The melting temperature of 

general PP is 160-165 C, affected by crystallization conditions.  Large lamellar is 

observed not in folded chain crystal but extended chain crystal.     

 

 

1.3.3. Spherulite 

  After cooling molten polymer below melting temperature, spherical texture growing 

from center part is observed using polarized optical microscopy (POM).  The texture is 

called as spherulite.  The spherulite is grown with spherical shape, then 

heterogeneously grown to fill all region after reaching the boundary between spherulites.  
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Black crossed lines, so called, maltese cross are observed in spherulite using POM.  

The lines correspond to the direction of cross nicol, and the structure observed by POM 

is attributed from the difference of refraction index.   

  Since polymer is connected by covalent bond, the difference of refraction index 

between the direction among connecting chain and the vertical direction leads to 

anisotropy of light transmittance.  It is called as birefringence (Δn) and expressed by 

following equation:  

Δn = nc  nab, 

where nc and nab are the refraction index among molecular axis and average refraction 

index of the vertical direction, respectively.  Δn is expressed by positive and negative, 

which is determined by growth direction of lamellar.  This phenomenon is explained 

by regime theory.  Three different crystallization regimes are proposed by Hoffmann 

on nucleation and growth mechanism under supercooling (Figure 8) [55].   

 

 

Figure 8.  Illustration of regime on crystallization. 
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  The regime is determined by the ratio of relative rate between substrate completion 

rate (g) and surface nucleation rate (i).  Lamellar formed in Regime I (g > i) has flat 

growth surface.  A lot of nucleation occurs before the flat surface is constructed in 

Regime II (g ~ i).  Multilayer of stem is formed on growing surface before initial 

crystal layer is completed in Regime III (g < i).  The growing mechanism is 

determined by isothermal crystallization temperature.  Low crystallization temperature 

tends to induce the formation of lamellar in Regime III, and the transformation from 

Regime II to Regime III is observed at 137 C on isothermal crystallization [56,57].  

Regime II is also converted to Regime I at 148 C [56].  The above mentioned 

temperature is affected by molecular weight of PP and insertion of comonomer. For 

example, comonomer insertion leads to the transformation from Regime II to Regime 

III at lower temperature [58].  Concerning birefringence, the lamellar formed in 

Regime I and II shows negative birefringence and positive birefringence is attributed 

from that in Regime III [59].   

  Impact resistance and transparency of PP are affected by spherulite size.  Large 

spherulite size usually results in low impact resistance and unclearness of resulting PP.  

In order to reduce the spherulite size, addition of a nucleating agent is effective way 

[60,61].  Another approach is to control crystallization behavior, especially rapid 

cooling through mesophase leads to no spherulite structure, resulting in transparent PP 

[62-64]. 

 

1.3.5. Skin-core morphology 

Skin-core morphology is frequently observed in products manufactured by injection 

molding.  The formation of skin-core morphology is generally originated from 
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heterogeneity of chain conformation on crystallization.  Since molecular chains of PP 

are oriented by strong shear flow during injection molding, a skin layer with strong 

orientation is formed near surface.  However, the slow cooling coming from heat 

transfer to inside is sufficient to relax polymer chain before crystallization, resulting in a 

formation of a core layer with well-grown spherulite.  It is well known that the 

morphology largely affects the resulting properties of PP.  For example, mechanical 

properties like tensile strength, Young’s modulus and impact strength were improved 

with increasing skin thickness [65,66].  The formation of skin-core morphology also 

induces transfer failure on injection molding.  Therefore, several researchers have 

focused on the suppression of skin-core morphology by adding nucleating agent [67] or 

microfibrillar network [68]. 

 

 

1.3.5. Crystallization of Polypropylene 

Polymer melted above non-equilibrium temperature and begins to be crystallized by 

supercooling from molten state.  Crystallization behavior of PP is dramatically affected 

by the entanglement.  Extended chain crystal (ECC) with a few ten micro meter and 

folded chain crystal (FCC) with a few ten nano meter are proposed as types of lamellar.  

FCC composed by quite thin two dimensional lamellar is unstable crystal due to large 

loss of surface free energy, and the size of ECC is large enough to be 

thermodynamically stable.  Though ECC is more stable than FCC in terms of 

thermodynamic kinetics, formation of ECC hardly occurs.  This is why the 

entanglement of polymer plays a key role to form FCC preferentially.  Polymer in 

molten state is in the state of fully entangled Gaussian melt [69].  After the polymer is 
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supercooled, the crystal is gradually grown through chain sliding diffusion [70] because 

the chain is disentangled by the reputation motion of polymer chain.  Since the actual 

polymer is usually in between fully entangled and completely disentangled states, the 

general crystallization leads to formation of FCC.  No or less entangled polymer is at 

least necessary to construct ECC.  It is found that control of the entanglement is very 

important on the crystallization. 

Several methods have been proposed to prepare ECC using polyolefin, which is 

mainly classified into two approaches; catalyst technology and control of crystallization 

behavior.  The former uses mesoporous silica as a supported structure for a catalyst to 

synthesize polyolefin with highly oriented chain, resulting in ECC [71,72].  The latter 

is achieved by crystallization under high pressure [73,74].  One of the novel crystals 

like ECC was developed by Hikosaka et al. who prepared nano oriented crystal (NOC) 

[75].  NOC with the lamellar thickness of about 20 nm was prepared through elongated 

crystallization by the compression of molten PP.  About 100% of crystallinity was 

achieved by NOC and the tensile strength of resulting PP was seven times as high as 

that of general PP.   

  Disentanglement between polymer chains is gradually recovered by heat treatment 

under molten state [76].  Once ECC with less entanglement is melted, chain 

conformation is firstly changed from oriented to Gauss structures, and then the chains 

are gradually entangled.  Therefore, fully entangled polymer is prepared by the heat 

treatment [77,78].  Formation of spherulite is also affected by polymer entanglement 

and center of spherulite is slightly moved by less entanglement moved during 

crystallization [79].   

  When molten PP is cooled to crystalize, the formed crystal is complicated by the 
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mode of crystallization like isothermal and non-isothermal crystallization.  In case of 

non-isothermal crystallization with slow cooling rate, the polymer chains are largely 

disentangled by incorporating the chain into lamellar [80-82].  The phenomena, so 

called “reeling in”, leads to high crystallinity and less entanglement, consequently 

resulting in high yield modulus and low strain hardening modulus [83,84].  On the 

other hand, less disentanglement of polymer chains is induced by isothermal 

crystallization.  In case of isothermal crystallization, the most important parameter is 

supercooling temperature (ΔT = Tm
0 
 Tc (Tc: isothermal crystallization temperature)) to 

define the higher order structure.  It is known that nucleation rate (I) depends on 

degree of supercooling (ΔT), and Nishi et al. showed that the relationship was defined 

as 

I = I0 exp(ΔC/ΔT2), 

where I0 and C are constants [85] according to chain sliding theory.  It is found that the 

size of spherulite is affected by ΔT.  In addition, lamellar thickness is also express 

using ΔT as followed 

b
T

a
lc 


 , 

where a and b are constant [86].  Considering chain slide diffusion model, the heat 

treatment plays quite important role to control higher order structure. 

  The crystallization is often controlled by additives like nucleating agents.  The roles 

of nucleating agents are described as followed: acceleration of crystallization rate, 

reducing spherulite size, formation of β crystal and so on.  Another approach to control 

crystallization behavior is dimensional control of growth direction of lamellar.  The 

confined crystallization is observed in thin film [87,88], porous structures [89-91] and 

micro-phase separation of block copolymer [92,93].  In addition, layer multiplying 
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extrusion was proposed as another approach to confine the growth direction of crystal.  

The method enables to fabricate films with tens of polymer nanolayer.  Since polymer 

crystallization was confined in nanolayer, the formed lamellar is oriented parallel to film 

surface, leading to excellent gas barrier properties [94,95].  Thus, it is found that the 

crystallization of PP is affected not only by primary structure and crystallization 

conditions but also by additives. 

 

 

1.3.6. Biaxially oriented polypropylene film 

  When polypropylene is extruded and stretched in both the machine direction and 

transverse direction, resulting film is called as BOPP.  The strength and transparency 

are improved by biaxial orientation due to molecular and crystal orientation.  BOPP is 

widely used as packaging materials [96].  In the processing, PP is firstly stretched in 

the machine direction (MD), and then subsequently drawn in the transverse direction 

(Figure 9).  The mechanical properties are determined by draw ratio and molecular 

orientation [97,98]. 

 

 

Figure 9.  Preparation procedure of biaxially oriented polypropylene film. 
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1.4. PP compounds 

1.4.1. Polypropylene composites 

In the previous part, the importance of additives is described to control crystallization 

behavior.  Introducing additive is a key factor not only to control crystallization 

behavior but also to add new functionality to polymer.  There are several methods such 

as polymer alloy and polymer based composites to add new functionality.  Especially, 

polymer-based nanocomposites are the most promising way to modify the mechanical 

properties.  The addition of filler provides PP with comparative mechanical properties 

of other engineering plastics (Figure 10).  Since PP has various merits compared to 

other plastics, further expansion of application of PP by replacing other plastics is 

highly desired.  

 

Figure 10.  Mechanical properties of PP, PP compounds and other plastics. 

 

  The representative fillers are talc, calcium carbonate and glass fiber.  Due to 

increasing needs of PP, the using amount of filler is gradually increased and talc is most 
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employed filler in PP compounds (Figure 11).  These fillers also lead not only to 

further reinforcement of PP but also to decreasing the price. 

 

Figure 11.  Amount of filler consumption in Western Europe for fillers (talc, CaCO3 

and glass fibers) as reinforcing agents for PP [99].   

 

For example, talc is introduced in PP in order to improve the modulus, heat distortion 

temperature and shrinkage rate.  Since talc does not enable to enhance the impact 

strength, rubber is also added to PP compounds. The representative materials are Toyota 

super olefin polymer, which mainly consists of PP homopolymer, EPR and talc.  The 

special PP is widely used in the field of automobile production. 

  The surface of talc has usually hydrophilic nature, resulting in weak connectivity 

between PP and talc.  The surface treatment using a silane coupling agent is frequently 

performed in order to solve the weak connectivity and reinforce dramatically [100].  

Another important factor is the size of filler.  The smaller the particle size is, the higher 

the reinforcement is (Figure 12) because specific surface area is increased with 
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decreasing particle size (Table 1).   

 

 

Figure 12.  Effects of particle size on tensile strength of PP/CaCO3 composites 

(particle diameter of (○) 0.01 m, (∆) 0.08 m, (□) 3,3 m, and (▽) 58.0 m) 

[101,102]. 

 

Table 1.  Relationship between particle size of CaCO3 and the characteristic in PP. 
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  Glass fibers are employed to obtain further reinforcement because glass fibers have 

large aspect ratio (Figure 13).  On the other hand, optimization of melt mixing 

conditions is essential to obtain high reinforcement because of breakage of fibers during 

mixing. 

 

 

Figure 13.  Effect of filler anisotropy on the flexural modulus of PP composites :  (○) 

glass fiber, (∆) talc, and (□) CaCO3 [103]. 

 

 

1.4.2. Polymer-based nanocomposites 

In the previous part, polymer-based composites using talc and glass fiber were 

described.  In particular, fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) have been expected to highly 

improve the mechanical properties of polymer.  However, the mismatch of size 

between polymer chain and fiber and/or defect structure in fiber prevent polymer from 

getting high reinforcement.   

  Polymer-based nanocomposites have been focused since Usuki et al. prepared 
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nylon6/clay nanocomposites in 1990s, which achieved dramatic reinforcement in 

modulus, heat and distortion temperature [104].  The reason why addition of 

nanoparticles leads to high reinforcement is that interactions between polymer and filler 

and/or between filler-filler is strengthened compared to that of micro-sized particle.  

The former is related to drastic increase of the specific surface area (Figure 14), which 

leads to effective load transfer from polymer to stiff nanoparticles [106-108].   

 

Figure 14.  Relationship between particle diameter and specific surface area [105]. 

 

The latter is correlated with the confinement of polymer [109-111].  The formation 

of a network structure is also attributed from interaction and/or bridge through polymer 

chain between particles [112-114].  These factors result in drastic reinforcement at low 

filler loading (1 – 5 wt%).  The nanocomposites are also expected not only as to 

improve the mechanical properties but also add functionalities such as electro 

conductivity, thermal conductivity, heat resistance, gas barrier properties and 

transparency.  Many kinds of fillers including clay, carbon black, graphene, carbon 

nanotube, silica and so on have been employed to add required functionality into PP.  
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Since nanoparticles tend to aggregate in polymer due to strong interaction between 

nanoparticles, the control of the dispersion is quite important to achieve drastic 

reinforcement.  

 

1.4.3. Network formation 

  Enhanced filler-filler and polymer-filler interactions in nanocomposites lead to the 

formation of network structures at a practical filler content, a key for constructing a 

pathway of load transfer [115-117] and exploitting the electro- and thermo-conducting 

properties of filler [118-121].  The percolation threshold which is minimum silica 

content to construct a network structure should be lower in terms of cost, embrittleness 

and density.  The formation of a network structure is affected by the aspect ratio and 

dispersibility of filler particles as well as the polymer chemical structure and molecular 

weight [113,115,122-127].  Especially the control of filler dispersion is important to 

achieve a network formation.  Akcora et al. used self-assembly approach in 

polystyrene to control aggregated structure of nano-silica [117].  Whereas 15 wt% of 

nano-silica is required on the homogeneous dispersion to construct network structure 

(Figure 15), the string or sheet-like aggregated structure lead to the disappearance of 

terminal flow in viscoelastic measurements at only a few loading (Figure 15).   
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Figure 15.  Dynamic viscoelastic measurement (left) and TEM picture (right) of 

PS/SiO2 nanocomposites ((a) homogeneous dispersion and (b) formation of the sheet 

like aggregates). 

 

Other promising methods to form low dimensional aggregates of nano-silica are to 

use template.  When a filler is mixed in polymer blend, the filler is dispersed in one 

component or boundary between two different polymers because of the difference of 

polymer viscosity (Figure 16 (a)), resulting in diminished percolation threshold.  The 

low dimensional aggregates were also produced in voids between polymer particles, 

which are prepared through latex technology (Figure 16 (b).  The formation of low 

(a)

(b)
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dimensional aggregates is key role to reduce the percolation threshold. 

 

 

Figure 16.  Template method for making low dimensional aggregates of silica (a) 

dispersed in boundary between two polymer components [128] and (b) dispersed in 

voids between polymer particles [129]. 

 

 

1.4.4. Biomaterials 

One of the most ideal structures is represented by nature materials.  Natural 

composites like tooth, bone, nacre exhibit far excellent mechanical properties in contrast 

to artificial mixture of their component (Figure 17).   

  

(a) (b)
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Figure 17.  Mechanical properties of composite materials ((a) artificially prepared 

composites and (b) nature composites) [130]. 

 

In this session, nacre is used to explain the importance of the hierarchical structure. 

Nacre, which is composed by brittle CaCO3 with a few percent addition of 

biopolymer exhibits a toughness about 3000 times higher than CaCO3 [131], and the 

resulting properties are originated from architecture of nacre constructing the densely 

packed brick structure of layered CaCO3 crystal (Figure 18).  The formation of 

compact brick structures leads to the several mechanisms including crack deflection 

at the platelet/matrix interface [133], viscoelastic energy dissipation in the polymer 

matrix [134], interfacial strain hardening [135] and so on, resulting in strong and 

ductile hybrid materials.  As shown below, nature materials are regarded as ideal 

composites structure. 
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Figure 18  Hierarchical structures of nacre (a) SEM image, (b) TEM image, (c) and (d) 

TEM images of mineral bridges [132].  

 

 

1.4.5. PP-based nanocomposites 

  It is essential for the drastic reinforcement to disperse highly in polymer matrix.  

However, apolar nature of PP makes it impossible to highly disperse polar nano-filler in 

PP.  In order to remedy the poor compatibility between PP and filler, several 

approaches have been already proposed.  The most frequently employed methods are 

adding compatibilizer [136-138] and/or the modification of filler surface [139-142].  

Though these methods enable to disperse filler in PP, it is required for further 

reinforcement to acquire new knowledge like the establishment of structure property 

relationship on nanocomposites and/or the formation of special structure like nature 
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materials.  We focused the preparation of PP/silica through sol-gel synthesis for these 

targets. 

  Sol-gel method is used to prepare metal oxide particle from metal alkoxide.  The 

method consists of the hydrolysis of metal alkoxide and subsequent condensation.  

Sol-gel synthesis of metal oxide particle has many advantages compared to other 

synthesis methods.  Firstly, metal oxide particles are synthesized at low temperature.  

The calcination temperature which is necessary to make crystal structure of metal oxide 

is also reduced by sol-gel synthesis.  Secondary, the shape of formed silica is 

controlled by sol-gel method combined with other technique such as template method 

[143-145], dipping method [146] and so on.  Thirdly, the structures like size and/or 

pore are controlled by conditions of sol-gel reaction including ratio of solvent, water 

and metal alkoxide, reaction time, catalyst.  Especially, employed catalyst plays an 

important role to control the morphology of formed silica.  In case of acid catalyst, 

since the hydrolysis reaction preferentially occurs, silica tends to form linear structure 

[147].  In contrast, sol-gel synthesis catalyzed by base leads to three dimensional 

network of silica (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19.  Effects of pH on hydrolysis rate and condensation rate. 

 

  Preparation of polymer-based nanocomposites based on sol-gel method is usually 

achieved by solvent mixing with polymer and metal alkoxide [148-150] and swell of 

polymer to impregnate metal alkoxide [151-154].  However, poor solubility and 

swelling properties of PP restrict the usage of these usual methods.  Special 

combination is essentially required to employ sol-gel method for PP-based 

nanocomposites preparation, and impregnation [155], solid-state modification [156], 

elongation [157] and melt mixing [158-161] have been proposed.  
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1.5. Objective 

  The purpose of this study is getting knowledge to produce high performance PP 

materials.  To achieve this purpose, the impregnation of PP amorphous region with 

silicon alkoxide with the aid of supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and subsequent sol-gel 

reaction were employed.  ScCO2 is frequently employed in the field of both academic 

and industrial application due to low critical point (Figure 20).   

 

 

Figure 20.  Schematic phase diagram for a pure CO2. 

 

  Since scCO2 has features including diffusivity like gas and solubility like solution, 

scCO2 can disperse silicon alkoxide into the swollen amorphous region without 

dissolving the crystal part.  The feature possesses many merits to get knowledge for 

high performance PP materials.   
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Figure 21.  Synthetic images  

 

Firstly, the higher order structure is not changed after incorporating silica.  Since a 

filler is usually introduced before higher order structure of PP is defined, resulting 

higher order structure is affected by the filler through nucleating effects and/or confined 

crystallization [162-164], which causes the difficulty to establish the relationship 

between introduced filler structure and resultant properties.  Because this method 

enables individual control between the higher order structure and silica structure formed 

by sol-gel method, it was expected to establish the structure property relationship.   

Secondary, the sol-gel synthesis is performed in confined amorphous space in PP.  

Spherical silica is synthesized by usual sol-gel method.  Therefore, template is 

frequently employed to control the morphology of silica [143-145].  Sol-gel synthesis 

in amorphous region of PP is also regarded as template synthesis because confinement 

of silica formation is induced by nano-space of the amorphous region, resulting in 

morphological control of silica.   

Thirdly, top down synthesis of bio-inspired PP-based nanocomposites is expected 

using BOPP.  Since the structures formed by combination of oriented crystal and 

oriented silica formed in oriented amorphous region is similar with that of nacre, drastic 

reinforcement was expected. 

Higher order structure of PP ：Inorganic network：Metal alkoxideSuper-critical CO2

(sc-CO2)

Tie 

molecule
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  The contents are classified into five chapters.  In this chapter, importance of PP and 

PP compounds on structure and properties were described.  In the chapter 2, sol-gel 

synthesis of nano-sized silica in confined amorphous space of polypropylene and 

relationship between nano-level structures of silica and physical properties of resultant 

nanocomposites was discussed.  In the chapter 3, morphological control of silica in 

polypropylene using confined amorphous space as template was discussed.  In the 

chapter 4, development of bio-inspired polypropylene-based materials through sol-gel 

reaction in laminated biaxially oriented polypropylene was discussed. In chapter 5, the 

general conclusion was described.  

  It was believed that the obtained results must be contributed for the knowledge to 

produce high performance PP materials. 
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Chapter 2. 

 

 

Sol-gel Synthesis of Nano-sized Silica in Confined Amorphous 

Space of Polypropylene and Relationship Between Nano-level 

Structures of Silica and Physical Properties of Resultant 

Nanocomposites 
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2.1. Introduction  

Polymer nanocomposites have attracted great attention in these two decades as an 

attractive way to attain drastic improvements in various properties (such as mechanical 

strength, gas barrier, heat resistance, etc.) at a small content of nano-sized filler.  In 

comparison with micron-sized filler, the nano-sized filler offers much shorter 

particle-particle distance and much greater interfacial area with polymer.  Thus 

enlarged filler-filler and polymer-filler interaction in nanocomposites facilitate the 

formation of network structures at a practical filler content, a key for constructing a 

pathway of load transfer [1-4] and exploitting the electro- and thermo-conducting 

properties of filler [5-8]. 

The term “percolation threshold” express the minimum content of filler required to 

form a network structure.  While the increase of the filler content necessarily leads to 

the network formation, the percolation at a small filler content is practically important in 

terms of cost, density, and embrittlement all adversely affected by excess loading.  The 

percolation threshold is affected by various factors, for example, the aspect ratio and 

dispersibility of filler particles as well as the polymer chemical structure and molecular 

weight [3,4,9-22].  However, the most fundamental parameter is the nano-level 

dispersion of filler particles in polymer.  In this light, several groups attempted to 

precisely control the dispersion of filler for establishing relationships between the filler 

dispersion and physical properties of resultant nanocomposites (structure-property 

relationship) [23-27]. 

Akcora et al. successfully controlled the dispersion of spherical filler in amorphous 

polystyrene by utilizing self-assembly of the filler particles, and concluded that 

low-dimensional aggregates with the morphology of one-dimensional string or 
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two-dimensional sheet morphology result in much higher reinforcement and lower 

percolation thresholds, compared with zero-dimensional uniform dispersion and 

three-dimensional compact aggregates [3].  Jouault et al. also presented a 

self-assembly-based novel methodology to form small aggregates with fractal-like 

morphology in polystyrene over a wide range of filler contents [4].  They observed the 

appearance of a solid-like behavior in melt linear viscoelastic measurements at the silica 

content as small as 3 vol%, while the percolation threshold was determined as 7 vol%.  

The template method is an alternative strategy to provide such low-dimensional 

aggregates in polymer through aggregation of filler particles within confined spaces 

(templates) [16-22].  Significant reductions in the percolation threshold were reported 

by localizing filler particles at boundaries in co-continuous morphology of immiscible 

polymer blends with co-continuous morphology [16-18], and by concentrating filler 

particles in interparticle voids of polymer particulates [19-22].  The template approach 

has an advantage to shape the dispersion structures of nanoparticles by utilizing 

predefined spaces, but it has been rarely employed for studying structure-property 

relationships. 

Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most widely used plastics from commodity to 

specialty applications due to its comprehensive advantages in cost, thermal properties, 

mechanical and rheological properties, environmental load and so on.  Motivated by its 

huge market, a lot of research has been done on PP-based nanocomposites.  Especially, 

the largest efforts were devoted to alleviate poor dispersion of nanoparticles and weak 

interfacial connections between PP and nanoparticles.  For example, the addition of a 

compatibilizer such as maleic anhydride-grafted PP is the most adopted approach to 

improve the dispersion of nanoparticles [28-30].  Grafting polymeric chains onto 
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nanoparticles is a promising approach to remedy both the poor dispersion and weak 

connection [31-34].  However, these solutions generally promote the homogeneous 

dispersion (i.e. zero-dimensional) of nanoparticles, and an attempt to manufacture 

dispersion structures having intermediate fractal dimensions other than three and zero is 

highly desired, which is essential not only to lower the percolation threshold but also to 

establish the said structure-property relationships. 

The main difficulties are obviously attributed to the poor compatibility of PP with 

nanoparticles, easily falling into three-dimensional aggregates, and to the poor solubility 

of PP in polar solvents, making the controlled self-assembly strategy inapplicable.  

Another serious problem is related to phenomena that occur during the crystallization of 

polymer in the presence of nano-sized filler: The addition of nano-sized filler generally 

affects the crystallization behavior of polymer through nucleation effects and/or 

confined crystallization [35-40].  Therefore, physical properties of nanocomposites are 

not merely affected by the dispersion structure of filler, but also affected or even 

dominated by differences in polymer higher-order structures that originate from 

dependence of the polymer crystallization on the filler dispersion.  It is also known that 

the growth of lamellar structures changes the placement of each nanoparticle 

nanoparticles and consequently perturbs the dispersion of filler which are once designed 

in melt [41]. 

In order to control the dispersion structures of filler and to establish 

structure-property relationships for PP-based nanocomposites, we sought an approach to 

introduce filler into predefined higher-order structures as a template without using usual 

melt- or solution-blending processes.  Sun et al. presented a novel route to prepare 

PP-based nanocomposites, which consists of impregnation of metal alkoxide in a PP 
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film with the aid of supercritical CO2 (scCO2) and subsequent filler formation via 

sol-gel reaction [42].  Since scCO2 can disperse metal alkoxide into the swollen 

amorphous region without dissolving the crystal part, this method is expected to enable 

individual control of polymer higher-order structures and filler dispersion structures.  

Furthermore, the sol-gel process in confined spaces such as mesopores is a scientifically 

attractive way to produce isolated nanoparticles [43-45].  In this light, metal oxide 

particles synthesized in low-dimensionally confined polymer amorphous nanospaces is 

an interesting and important target of study. 

The purposes of the present study are twofold: i) To control the structure of silica 

nanoparticles in PP, based on the impregnation of silicon alkoxide with scCO2 and 

subsequent sol-gel reaction, and ii) to establish relationships between the structure of 

the formed nanoparticles and physical properties of the nanocomposites.  Silica 

particles formed in the amorphous region of PP were uniformly dispersed in the matrix 

with the sizes becoming less than 10 nm.  The mass fractal dimension of the silica 

nanoparticles varied between two and three according to the kinds of employed silicon 

alkoxide and catalysts.  It was found that the mass fractal dimension of the 

nanoparticles was well correlated with the Young’s modulus in solid state and 

low-frequency storage modulus in molten state, where a lower dimension led to higher 

reinforcement.   

 

 

2.2. Experimental   

2.2.1. Materials 

Random PP (Mw: 1.6 x 10
5
, ethylene content: 2.5 wt%, donated by Japan 
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Polypropylene Co., Ltd.) was selected as a matrix to increase the volumetric ratio of the 

amorphous region, where silicon alkoxide is impregnated.  Tetramethoxysilane 

(TMOS), tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), tetra-n-propoxysilane (TPOS) and 

tetra-n-buthoxysilane (TBOS) were used as silica precursors. 

 

2.2.2. Sample preparation 

  The PP pellet was hot pressed at 230 C under 20 MPa for 5 min, and then stepwisely 

quenched at 100 C for 5 min and at 0 C for 2 min to obtain a film with the dimension 

of 30 x 40 x 0.1 mm
3
 and the crystallinity of 49 wt%.  PP/silica samples were prepared 

by two steps: (1) impregnation of silicon alkoxide in the PP amorphous region using 

scCO2, and (2) subsequent sol-gel reaction of the precursor in the matrix.  In detail, a 

specified amount of liquid silicon alkoxide (1.5-30 mmol) was introduced in the bottom 

of a 50 ml stainless steel reactor, on which a PP film was placed.  After sealing the 

reactor, CO2 gas was forcibly introduced to produce a supercritical state at 80 C under 

165 kg/cm
2
.  ScCO2 not only completely dissolves silicon alkoxide but also swells the 

amorphous region of PP.  The impregnation of silicon alkoxide was continued for 

12-36 h with the aid of scCO2.  After that, the film containing silicon alkoxide was 

immediately transferred in a glass reactor, where the sol-gel reaction was performed for 

0.5-24 h in the presence of either HCl vapor at 80 C or NH3 vapor at 60 C.  The film 

was hung in the glass reactor, while an aliquot volume of conc. HCl(aq) or conc. 

NH3(aq) was placed on the bottom of the glass reactor, thus preventing the direct 

contact between the film and liquid.  It should be noted that when the film was soaked 

in acidic or alkaline aqueous solution, silicon alkoxide was completely transferred to the 

liquid phase and did not remain in the film.   
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2.2.3. Characterization 

  Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR, JASCO FT/IR-6100) was employed 

to detect the formation of silica in PP film.  The silica content in PP/silica was 

determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Mettler Toledo, TG50), where the 

inorganic residue was weighted after incinerating organic components at 600 C under 

air. 

Sample crystallinities were measured by wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD, 

Rigaku, Rint2000).  The measurements were performed in a reflection mode at room 

temperature with CuKα radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA with the step of 0.02 

from 10 to 30. 

  The dispersion and particle morphology of silica synthesized in PP were observed by 

a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Hitachi, H-7650).  TEM specimens with the 

thickness of 100 nm were prepared by an ultramicrotome with a Leica ULTRACUT 

FCS.  The morphology of silica that was prepared in aliphatic hydrocarbon solvent 

(tetradecane) was observed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi, S-4100) 

at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.  Small-angle X-ray scattering measurements 

(SAXS, Rigaku, Smartlab) were performed in the transmission mode using CuKα 

radiation at 40 kV and 30 mA with the step angle of 0.02 from 0.06 to 5.  The mass 

fractal dimension (Dm) of silica was determined from I(q)  q–
Dm

 (1 < Dm < 3) in the 

range of qRg > 1 [46, 47]. 

Tensile tests (Abecks Inc., DAT-100) were carried out at a crosshead speed of 1 

mm/min at room temperature using a dumbbell-shaped specimen.  The Young’s 

modulus and tensile strength were determined as average values in ten measurements 

for two samples prepared at each same condition.  The frequency dependence of linear 
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dynamic oscillatory shear properties in molten state was acquired by a cone-and-plate 

rheometer (TA, AR2000ex) at 180 C with a frequency range from 100 to 0.01 rad/s 

under N2 atmosphere.  All the measurements were conducted in the linear regime 

confirmed by separate strain sweep experiments. 

 

 

2.3. Results and discussion 

In order to control the amount of synthesized silica, we firstly examined influences of 

the TEOS concentration during the scCO2-aided impregnation (PPSN1-3, see Table 1 

for the list of the prepared samples), where the sol-gel reaction was conducted at 80 C 

for 24 h under HCl.   
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Table 1.  Synthetic conditions and properties of PP/silica nanocomposites 

Sample 

TEOS 

concentration 

(mol/L) 

Reaction 

time (h) 
Catalyst 

Silica 

content 

(wt%)
a
 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa)
b
 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa)
b
 

logG’plateau
c
 Dm

d
 

PP - - - - 28.1±0.6 574±28 - - 

PPSN1 0.03 24 HCl 0.7 29.8±0.3 619±29 0.6 - 

PPSN2 0.075 24 HCl 1.6 31.0±1.0 633±25 1.4 2.82 

PPSN3 0.3 24 HCl 2.4 31.2±1.0 695±42 2.7 2.81 

PPSN4 0.3 1 HCl 2.7 30.5±0.4 650±43 - 2.82 

PPSN5 0.3 12 HCl 2.3 31.8±1.1 672±30 - 2.77 

PPSN6 0.3 24 NH3 1.1 31.2±0.9 687±29 2.6 2.32 

a
 Determined by TGA.  

b
 Determined by tensile test.  Note that all of the samples could be elongated over the 

limitation of our tensile tester (500%).  

c 
The value at the frequency of 0.01 rad/s in dynamic oscillatory shear measurements 

d
 Determined by SAXS.  The error range is ±0.1.   
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Figure 1.  Effect of the TEOS concentration on incorporated amounts :(■) TEOS, (○) 

silica, and (Δ) the theoretical silica content. 

 

Fig. 1 plots the mass uptake of TEOS against the TEOS concentration in scCO2.  

The mass uptake increased linearly at a low concentration and then saturated over 0.3 

mol/L.  The mass uptake at the saturation, ca. 7 wt%, corresponded to 0.6 mol/L of 

TEOS in the amorphous region (calculated from the volume crystallinity).  The fact 

that the saturated TEOS concentration in PP exceeded that in scCO2 implied a kind of 

solvation for TEOS in the amorphous phase.  Assuming 0.73 nm
3
 per TEOS molecule, 

1 nm
3
 of the amorphous region contains 0.26 TEOS molecule, which corresponds to as 

large as 20 vol%.  The amounts of formed silica measured by TGA coincided well with 

the theoretical values calculated from the TEOS mass uptakes under the assumption of 

the full conversion.  Namely, the impregnated TEOS was almost completely fixed in 

the film as a result of the sol-gel reaction using HCl.  It is notable that the impregnated 
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TEOS gradually volatilized from the film unless the sol-gel reaction was not 

immediately conducted. 

 

Figure 2.  IR spectra of (a) PP, (b) PP/TEOS and (c) PP/ silica. 

 

 

Fig. 2 shows the IR spectrum of PP/silica (PPSN3) compared with those of pristine 

PP and as-impregnated film.  New absorption bands were observed around 473, 793, 

960, 1082 and 1106 cm
–1

 after impregnation of TEOS, which is respectively assigned to 

the bending vibration of C-C-O, the stretching vibration of Si-O-C, the rocking 

vibration of CH2, the asymmetric stretching vibration of Si-O-C and the asymmetric 

stretching vibration of C-C-O (Fig. 2 (b)) of TEOS [48,49].  After the sol-gel reaction, 

two broad absorption bands were observed at 1000-1250 cm
–1

 and 400-500 cm
–1

 in 

addition to the PP-originated peaks (Fig. 2 (c)).  They are respectively ascribed by the 
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asymmetric stretching vibration of Si-O-Si and the bending vibration of O-Si-O of silica.  

It is notable that a shoulder observed at around 1200 cm
–1

 is related to a cyclic 

framework of Si-O-Si in contrast to linear one at around 1100 cm
–1

.  The absence of 

the peak for Si-OH at around 950 cm
–1

 indicated successful completion of the 

condensation reaction.   

Secondly, the conditions of the sol-gel reaction were varied (PPSN3-6, Table 1) to 

alter the structures of synthesized silica, while the impregnation conditions were fixed at 

24 h and the TEOS concentration of 0.3 mol/L.  The sol-gel reaction time did not 

affect the amount of formed silica, plausibly as a consequence of (partial) condensation 

of TEOS even for 1 h to prevent its volatilization.  Though the degree of the 

condensation increases with the reaction time, it is not reflected in TGA, which 

completes the condensation by heating up to 600 C.  The sample prepared using NH3 

had only 1.1 wt% of the silica content (PPSN6), in contrast to the full conversion of 

TEOS for HCl.  This is because NH3 is much less volatile than HCl, leading to much 

lower concentration of a catalyst in PP and thus allowing for TEOS to be evaporated 

prior to the condensation.  When heavier formic acid or dilute HClaq (1 M) was used 

as a catalyst, the silica content became nearly zero.  In this way, the catalyst 

concentration in PP was found to be critical for the efficient conversion of impregnated 

TEOS. 
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Figure 3.  TEM images of (a) PPSN1, (b) PPSN2, (c) PPSN3, (d) PPSN4 and (e) 

PPSN6. 

 

The dispersion and morphology of silica were observed with TEM (Fig. 3).  In all of 

the cases, formed silica mainly had the morphology of highly dispersed nanoparticles 

with the sizes below 10 nm.  However, larger nanoparticles around 20-30 nm were also 

observed when the silica content became lower than the full loading around 2.5 wt% 
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(PPSN1,2,6).  The origin of the different dispersion could be as follows: TEOS is 

uniformly impregnated in the amorphous region with scCO2, while it tends to form 

droplets after the removal of scCO2 due to the incompatibility between PP and TEOS.  

Since the condensation accompanies bimolecular reaction between TEOS molecules, it 

is expected that a higher TEOS concentration leads to faster condensation, thus keeping 

the original dispersion created in the presence of scCO2.  Oppositely, it is expected that 

slower condensation at a lower TEOS concentration or a lower catalyst concentration 

offers time for the segregation of TEOS molecules. 

 

Figure 4.  SEM image of silica synthesized in tetradecane. 

 

The sol-gel synthesis of silica was performed in tetradecane to examine the effects of 

spatial confinements by the amorphous region of PP on the structure of synthesized 

silica.  For the sake of fair comparison, the sol-gel reaction was conducted under 

conditions similar to those for PPSN3: 0.3 mol/L of TEOS in tetradecane was reacted at 

80 C for 24 h in the presence of the same HCl amount.  The morphology of silica 

formed in tetradecane (Fig. 4) was significantly different from that formed in PP, where 

silica particles around 100 nm formed severe secondary agglomeration.  Consequently, 
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it seemed plausible that the growth of primary particles as well as the secondary 

agglomeration was greatly suppressed in PP due to the confinement in the amorphous 

region.  It is also notable that the dimension of silica formed in PP (except for some 

larger aggregates at lower contents) was nearly identical to the amorphous thickness (ca. 

10 nm).  

The results of tensile tests are summarized in Table 1.  The formation of silica 

nanoparticles increased both the Young’s modulus and tensile strength compared with 

pristine PP, where the reinforcement degree was almost proportional to the silica content 

for the Young’s modulus and convergently increased for the tensile strength (PPSN1-3).  

At the silica content of 2.4 wt% (PPSN3), the reinforcement reached 21% in the 

Young’s modulus and 11% in the tensile strength.  The linear dependences of the 

reinforcement on the silica content was unexpected, since PPSN1,2 with the lower silica 

contents exhibited the presence of relatively large nanoparticles around 20-30 nm.  

This result suggests that the mechanical properties of the nanocomposites were mainly 

affected by the nanoparticles below 10 nm, while the contribution from the large 

nanoparticles was negligible.  The Young’s modulus was also improved by prolonging 

the reaction time (PPSN3-5) even though the silica content and morphology were hardly 

dependent on the reaction time.  It was considered that longer reaction time led to a 

higher condensation degree of silica, resulting in the formation of silica with higher 

rigidity.  However, when the reaction time was prolonged from 24 to 72 h, the 

mechanical properties were rather decreased due to oxidative degradation of PP (not 

shown in Table 1).  PPSN6 (catalyzed by NH3) exhibited higher reinforcement with 

respect to its low silica content, whose origin is discussed below.   
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Figure 5.  Viscoelastic properties of PP/silica with different silica contents. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Viscoelastic properties of PP/silica prepared with HCl or NH3. 

 

The linear viscoelastic behaviors of the molten PP and PP/silica nanocomposites were 

investigated (Figs. 5 and 6).  The results for PPSN4,5 (prepared at shorter reaction 

time) are omitted, since these samples posed time-dependent alternation of the moduli 

plausibly due to the progress of the condensation in the rheometer.  All the 
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nanocomposites had much higher storage moduli (G’) at lower frequencies than the 

pristine PP.  As long as the samples were made by the same catalyst (HCl, PPSN1-3), 

the degree of the reinforcement in low-frequency G’ values was related to the silica 

content, similar to the tensile behaviors in the solid state (Table 1).  The percolation 

threshold was apparently located between 1.6 and 2.4 wt%, beyond which the terminal 

flow at lower frequencies was replaced by the solid-like behavior.  The observed 

percolation threshold was as low as those obtained for well-dispersed and exfoliated 

clay with high aspect ratios [50-52] and that observed for PP/carbon nanotube 

nanocomposites [53-56].  This fact clearly indicates that the sol-gel method combined 

with scCO2 can create a percolation network quite efficiently.  The usage of a NH3 

catalyst was found to significantly enhance the percolation (Fig. 6): PPSN6 possessed 

the G’ value at the low-frequency plateau comparable to that of PPSN3 in spite of the 

much lower silica content (1.1 wt%), again consistent with the results of the tensile test 

in Table 1.  The observed consistencies between the reinforcement in tensile tests 

(solid) and in rheological measurements (molten) strongly suggest that inorganic 

network structures themselves are mainly responsible for the reinforcement in the solid 

state. 
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Figure 7.  SAXS profiles of PPSN2, PPSN3 and PPSN6. 

 

SAXS was measured to examine the effects of silica structures on the mechanical 

properties of the nanocomposites.  The data for selected samples are shown in Fig. 7.  

In general, the SAX pattern of nanocomposites is dominated by scattering from 

nanoparticles, where I(q) reflects their structural characteristics.  The radius of 

gyration (Rg) is acquired through a Gunier plot for qRg < 2 [57] while the gradient of a 

linear region in the q range > 1/Rg corresponds to the mass fractal dimension of 

nanoparticles, i.e. Dm.  The Gunier analysis for PPSN2,3,6 respectively led to the Rg 

values of 5.4, 4.1, and 5.2 nm, supporting our conclusion that the major portion of 

synthesized nanoparticles was < 10 nm-sized (seen as small dots in Fig. 3) rather than 

clearly visible particles with the dimension around 20-30 nm.  The mass fractal 

dimension, Dm, determined from a SAXS profile, indicates the morphology of the 

particles.  Particles with Dm = 3 possess a compact spherical structure, while lower Dm 

indicates more open or anisotropic structures.  The Dm values are summarized in Table 
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1.  The silica nanoparticles prepared in the presence of HCl (PPSN1-5) had the Dm 

values around 2.8 regardless of the silica content and the reaction time, which indicates 

the formation of similar silica structures.  This is likely why the mechanical 

reinforcement was simply proportional to the silica content.  The sample catalyzed by 

NH3 (PPSN6) showed a much lower Dm value, 2.32.  It is generally known that 

base-catalyzed sol-gel reactions form compact and large particles due to enhanced 

condensation as compared with acid-catalyzed reactions [58].  In this regard, the 

observed low Dm value for PPSN6 was believed to arise from anisotropic morphology 

of silica nanoparticles formed under the two-dimensional spatial restriction, rather than 

fractal-like morphology.   

 

As a second series, nanocomposites (PPSN7-9) were prepared by using different 

precursors, where the basic conditions for the impregnation and the sol-gel reaction 

were set to those for PPSN3.  Table 2 summarizes various characteristics of samples 

prepared from different precursors.  As the precursor became bulkier from TMOS to 

TBOS, the weight of the impregnated precursor monotonically increased.  However, 

the molar content of the impregnated precursor was almost constant, leading to similar 

silica contents around 2.4-2.6 wt%.  
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Table 2.  Properties of PP/silica nanocomposites prepared from different 

tetraalkoxysilane precursors  

Sample 
Silica content 

(wt%) 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa) 

logG’plateau Dm 

PP - 28.1±0.6 574±28 - - 

PPSN7 (TMOS) 2.5 29.5±1.0 615±42 2.1 2.92 

PPSN3 (TEOS) 2.4 31.2±1.7 695±48 2.7 2.81 

PPSN8 (TPOS) 2.6 31.6±0.5 724±15 3.5 2.38 

PPSN9 (TBOS) 2.4 30.3±1.4 647±59 2.6 2.57 

 

 

Figure 8.  TEM images of (a) PPSN7, (b) PPSN3, (c) PPSN8 and (d) PPSN9. 
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The dispersion and size of synthesized silica were observed by TEM (Fig. 8).  

Synthesized silica particles basically had a nano-dimension and were homogeneously 

dispersed in PP matrix except for a minor fraction of larger nanoparticles.  The 

frequency of these larger nanoparticles was relatively higher for TMOS.  This is 

probably attributed to the highest diffusivity of TMOS, i.e. the highest probability of 

segregation during the sol-gel reaction.  As shown in Table 2, the order of the 

reinforcement in tensile tests is TPOS > TEOS > TBOS > TMOS.  The highest 

reinforcement was obtained for TPOS: 26% increase in the Young’s modulus and 12% 

increase in the tensile strength as compared with pristine PP.   

 

Figure 9.  Viscoelastic properties of PP/silica prepared from different tetraalkoxysilane 

precursors. 

 

The disappearance of the terminal flow was observed for all the samples (Fig. 9, 

PPSN3,7-9), and the order of the G’ values at 0.01 rad/s again followed the degrees of 
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the reinforcement in the solid state (Table 2).  Thus, in the sol-gel-based synthesis of 

nanocomposites, inorganic network structures are critically important for their solid and 

melt behaviors. 

To identify the origin of the observed reinforcement, the silica structures were 

examined by SAXS.  The Dm value decreased from TMOS to TPOS by increasing the 

molar mass of the precursor while it rebounded for TBOS (Table 2).  The obtained 

trend can be again explained by the competition between the segregation and the sol-gel 

reaction [59].  The increase in the alkoxy size generally reduces the diffusivity and 

reactivity of tetraalkoxysilane.  It was thought that the influences of decelerated 

diffusion were predominant from TMOS and TPOS, while the reduction in the reactivity 

overcame the reduction in the diffusivity for TBOS.  As a consequence, TPOS 

probably gave the best balance to achieve the lowest dimension.  In the first series of 

the nanocomposites (PPSN1-6), it was concluded that the mechanical reinforcement is 

correlated with the dimension of silica nanoparticles.  Since the silica contents were 

similar among PPSN3,7-9, it is now possible for us to quantitatively verify the 

conclusion. 
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Figure 10.  Relationships (a) between Dm and G’ and (b) between G’ and Young’s 

modulus.  

 

The relevant correlations plotted in Fig. 10 clearly evidenced that the formation of 

silica nanoparticles with more anisotropic structures (lower Dm) led to higher 

reinforcement in the molten state (higher G’), and that the reinforcement in the solid 

state (Young’s modulus) directly reflected the reinforcement in the molten state. 

 

 

2.4. Conclusion 

In order to establish structure-property relationships between the morphology of 

inorganic nanoparticles and physical properties of nanocomposites for semi-crystalline 

polymer, a series of nanocomposites were prepared by the impregnation of silicon 

alkoxide in the amorphous region of polypropylene (PP) with the aid of supercritical 

carbon dioxide followed by the sol-gel reaction.  Silica synthesized in the confined 
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amorphous space of PP was highly dispersed nanoparticles, whose sizes below 10 nm 

were much smaller than silica prepared in an unconfined condition.  The mass fractal 

dimension of synthesized silica was dependent on the kinds of catalysts and precursors 

for the sol-gel reaction.  Especially, TPOS led to the formation of the silica with the 

lowest mass fractal dimension, which was explained by the optimum balance between 

the diffusivity and sol-gel reactivity of the precursor in PP.   

The physical properties of PP nanocomposites having silica with different fractal 

dimensions were examined in terms of tensile properties in solid and linear viscoelastic 

properties in melt.  The sol-gel approach facilitated quite efficient formation of an 

inorganic percolation network structure in PP, where the percolation threshold became 

as low as those of nanocomposites containing high-aspect-ratio filler.  Furthermore, it 

was found that the degree of the mechanical reinforcement obtained by the introduction 

of silica nanoparticles was mainly dominated by the mass fractal dimension of the silica 

particles at a given filler content and silica with a lower mass fractal dimension led to 

higher reinforcement for the resultant nanocomposites.   

  Thus we have successfully employed a novel approach for the synthesis of 

nano-sized inorganic particles using the semi-crystalline structures of PP as a template 

for the confined sol-gel reaction and successfully clarified structure-property 

relationships for nanocomposites of semi-crystalline polymer.   
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Chapter 3. 

 

 

Morphological Control of Silica in Polypropylene 

Using Confined Amorphous Space as Template 
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3.1. Introduction 

Nano-sized inorganic oxide has been proposed as promising materials for wide 

applications including supported materials for catalyst [1,2], reinforcing agents [3,4] 

and electronic device such as lithium ion battery , transistor , solar cell and so on [5-7].  

Characteristic of nanoparticles largely depends both on the size and on the shape in 

terms of appearance of quantum size effects and dramatic increase of the specific 

surface area.  Nanostructure of inorganic particles plays a key role on the performance 

and the application. 

  Nano-sized inorganic oxide have been prepared using typical synthetic methods like 

solvothermal synthesis [8,9], sol-gel technique [10-20], freeze drying [21], ultrasound 

irradiation [22,23], laser pyrolysis techniques [24,25], microwave plasma synthesis [26] 

thermal evaporation [27] and so on.  Especially, solvothermal or sol-gel technique 

combined with template method is regarded as a promising method not only to prepare 

uniform nano-sized metal oxide but also to control the morphology.  Addition of 

structure directing agents represented by surfactant [8,9,12-14] and block copolymer 

[15,16] is a good example of such combined template synthesis.  Structure directing 

agents act as a template in solution through the self-assembly, forming typical 

morphologies.  In addition, using mesoporous alumina membrane as a template 

directly produces nanowire particles [17-20].  Thus, using template for nanoparticle 

synthesis is useful to design nano-sized structure of particles.   

  Sol-gel synthesis of nanoparticle in polymer is frequently employed for high 

performance polymer-based nanocomposites.  The sol-gel synthesis combined with 

solution mixing [29-31], impregnation [32-35] or melt mixing approaches [36-39] leads 

to in-situ formation of nanoparticle with homogeneous dispersion in polymer.  
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Nano-sized particles raise both large interfacial area between polymer and filler and 

short filler-filler distance compared to micro-sized particle, leading to drastic 

reinforcement and addition of new functionalities.  The properties of polymer-based 

nanocomposites are mainly determined by dispersion and shape of nanoparticles.  

Preparation of polymer-based nanocomposites through sol-gel method has great 

advantage to achieve homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles in polymer.  However, 

the morphological control of particle in polymer was not in spite of importance of 

particle shape on the resultant properties.    Because spherical particles are generally 

synthesized through sol-gel reaction in polymer, the development of new template 

method to prepare nanoparticles with high aspect ratio is important for performant 

polymer-based nanocomposites. 

  We focused on inherent structure of polymer, in other words, higher order structure of 

semicrystalline polymer like polypropylene (PP) as a template.  The most suitable 

approach for the purpose is to prepare PP-based nanocomposites, which consists of 

impregnation of metal alkoxide in a PP film with the aid of supercritical CO2 (scCO2), 

followed by sol-gel synthesis of silica [40,41].  The advantage of this method is 

formation of silica in defined higher order structure.  Since scCO2 can disperse metal 

alkoxide into the swollen amorphous region without dissolving the crystal part, silica is 

synthesized in confined amorphous nano-space, which acts as a template.  It is possible 

to precisely design structure of nanoparticles using higher order structure which 

template is easily controlled by crystallization conditions.   

  The purposes of this study are (i) to control the morphology of silica by utilizing the 

higher order structure of PP and (ii) to examine the relationship between the 

morphology of synthesized silica and viscoelastic properties because morphological 
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differences of silica is sensitively reflected in viscoelastic measurements.  The higher 

order structure was controlled by crystallization conditions such as quenching and 

crystallization temperature.  Silica nanoparticles were homogeneously synthesized in 

PP amorphous region.  It was found that the shape of silica was successfully controlled 

by confined amorphous space because the mass fractal dimension of silica varied from 

between 3 (spherical) and 2 (sheet) according to amorphous thickness.  It was found 

that the reinforcement in molten state is dramatically affected not only by the shape of 

silica but also by the dispersion.   

 

 

3.2. Experimental 

3.2.1. Materials 

Isotactic PP (melt flow rate: 5.0 g/10min, mmmm: 95 mol%, donated by Japan 

Polypropylene Co., Ltd.).  Tetra-n-propoxysilane (TPOS) was used as a silica 

precursor. 

 

3.2.2. Sample preparation 

  PP pellet was hot pressed at 230 C under 20 MPa for 5 min, and then stepwisely 

quenched at 100-140 C for 360 min and at 0 C for 2 min to obtain a film with the 

dimension of 30 x 40 x 0.1 mm
3
.  The quenching procedure was also performed at 0 

C after hot pressing PP, and then it was annealed at 100-120 C for 360 min before 

quenching at 0 C again.  Impregnation of a PP film with TPOS using scCO2 was 

carried out in 50 ml high pressure stainless steel reactor for 3 h at 80 C under 165 

kg/cm
2
.  After removing CO2 gas, the PP film was immediately transferred into glass 
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vessel and was treated in the presence of HCl vapor for 24 h at 80 C to convert TPOS 

into silica.  The crystal growth was suppressed by temperature below 100 C during 

the impregnation and sol-gel reaction. 

 

3.2.3. Characterization 

  PP matrix was burned out at 600 C with the heating rate of 10 C/min using 

thermogravimetry (TG, Mettler Toledo, TG50).  Silica content was calculated from 

inorganic residue amount after incinerating organic component.   

  Wide angle X-ray measurements (WAXD, Rigaku, Rint2000) were performed in a 

reflection mode at room temperature with CuKα radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 

mA with the step of 0.02  from 10  to 30  to evaluate crystallinity of PP.  Long 

period of PP and morphology of silica were evaluated by Small angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS, Rigaku, Smartlab).  The measurements were performed in the transmission 

mode using CuKα radiation at 40 kV and 30 mA with the step angle of 0.02  from 0.06 

 to 5 .  Spherulite structures of PP were observed by optical microscope equipped 

with two polarizing plates.   

  The dispersion and morphology of silica synthesized in PP were observed by a 

transmission electron microscope (TEM, Hitachi, H-7650).  Samples were sliced with 

the thickness of 100 nm by an ultramicrotome with a Leica ULTRACUT FCS to prepare 

TEM specimens.  Oscillatory shear measurements in the linear region were carried out 

by a cone-and-plate rheometer (TA, AR2000ex) at 200 C with a frequency range from 

100 to 0.01 rad/s under N2 atmosphere. 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Higher order structure of PP 

  Higher order structure of PP plays a key role on the mechanical properties.  Higher 

order structure was determined by primary structure of PP and crystallization conditions.  

In this study it tried to be controlled by crystallization conditions such as quenching and 

annealing temperature.  The results of the higher order structure prepared with 

different crystallization condition were shown in Table 1.   

 

Table 1.  Higher order structures of PP 

  X
c
 (wt%)

a
 X

vol
 (vol%)

b
 q (nm

–1
)
c
 l

0
 (nm)

d
 l

c
 (nm)

d
 l

a
 (nm)

d
 

PP-100 54 52 0.42 15.0 7.7 7.2 

PP-120 60 58 0.36 17.6 10.2 7.5 

PP-130 59 56 0.34 18.4 10.4 8.0 

PP-140 59 56 0.30 21.0 11.9 9.2 

PP-0-100 49 47 0.46 13.6 6.3 7.2 

PP-0-120 49 46 0.37 17.0 7.8 9.2 

a
 Determined by WAXD 

b
 (ρc = 0.95 g/cm

3
, ρa = 0.85 g/cm

3 
[15]) 

c
 Determined by SAXS 

d
 l0 (long period) = 2π/q,  lc (lamellar thickness) = Xvol/100 x l0,  

la (amorphous thickness) = (100 - Xvol)/100 x l0 

Xvol =  

+
Xc

ρc

100 －Xc

ρa

Xc

ρc
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While random PP was used as previous in previous chapter, γ crystal is formed by 

elevated crystallization temperature, which results in complicated interpretation on 

higher order structure.  Therefore, PP homopolymer, which leads to only α crystal 

under general crystallization condition, was used as a matrix (Figure 1).  Crystallinity 

analyzed from WAXD pattern was from 48 to 60 wt%. 

 

 

Figure 1.  WAXD patterns of PP-100. 

 

  The long period was evaluated from SAXS (Figure 2).  The peak is shifted to low q 

value with increasing crystallization temperature, indicating formation of larger long 

period.  Consequently, thick lamellae were formed with increasing crystallization 

temperature.  Lamellar thickness is shown using supercooling temperature (ΔT = Tm
0
  

Tc) as follows 

b
T

a
lc 


 , 

where a and b are constant [42].  Considering chain sliding diffusion, it is adaptable to 

form thick lamellar by severe thermal treatment [43]. 
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Figure 2  SAXS Lorentz-corrected plots of PP prepared with different crystallization 

temperature.   

 

 

 

Figure 3.  POM images of (a) PP-100, (b) PP-120, (c) PP-130, (d) PP-140, (e) 

PP-0-100 and (f) PP-0-120.   

 

  Polarized optical microscope (POM) observation was performed to evaluate the 

spherulite size (Figure 3).  The spherulite size increased with quenching temperature.  
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Spherulite size is mainly determined by an amount of nuclei, which is associated with 

nucleation rate.  It is known that nucleation rate (I) depends on degree of supercooling 

(ΔT), Nishi et al. showed that the relationship was defined as 

I = I0 exp(C/ΔT
2
), 

where I0 and C are constants [44].  It was considered that high quenching temperature 

led to slow nucleation rate, resulting in the formation of large spherulite.  Spherulite 

was also observed in samples quenched at 0 C because quenching procedure was 

performed by inserting melt PP between two steel plates, leading to not mesophase but 

α crystal by slow cooling rate [45].  The spherulite size was hardly affected by 

annealing temperature after quenching at 0 C probably because I is determined by 

supercooling temperature.  The higher order structure such as crystallinity, lamellar 

thickness, amorphous thickness and spherulite size is successfully controlled by 

quenching and crystallization temperature. 

 

3.3.2. Properties of resultant nanocomposites 

  Silica was synthesized in PP films prepared with different crystallization conditions 

though the impregnation of TPOS with the aid of scCO2 and subsequent sol-gel reaction.  

All properties of resultant nanocomposites were summarized in Table 2.  These 

parameters were compared with higher order structure of PP to examine the effects of it 

on the morphology of synthesized silica. 
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Table 2.  Properties of PP/silica nanocomposites 

  

Silica 

content 

(wt%)
a
 

D
m

b
 R

g

c
 

LogG’ 

(Pa)
d
 

PP-100/silica 2.1 2.1 3.3 2.3  

PP-120/silica 1.8 2.4 4.4 1.8  

PP-130/silica 1.9 2.6 5.0 1.9  

PP-140/silica 1.9 2.8 6.9 2.5  

PP-0-100/silica 2.2 2.2 3.2 2.4  

PP-0-120/silica 2.2 2.8 4.4 2.0  

a
 Determined by TGA 

b
 Mass fractal dimension.  Determined by SAXS 

c
 Radius of gyration.  Determined by SAXS 

d
 The value at the frequency of 0.01 rad/s in dynamic oscillatory shear measurements 

 

 

Figure 4.  Relationship between crystallinity of PP and silica content. 
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  Firstly, silica content was plotted against crystallinity of PP (Xc) (Figure 4).  Silica 

content linearly decreased with the Xc, and the relationship was shown as below 

equation, 

Silica content = 0.034 Xc + 3.9 

Since TPOS was only impregnated in amorphous region of PP, silica content depended 

on the area of amorphous region.  However, silica is synthesized in PP with 100 wt% 

of crystallinity according to equation, indicating that the relation is not linear and the 

efficiency of swelling amorphous region using scCO2 might depend on crystallinity.  

 

 

Figure 5.  TEM images of (a) PP-100/silica, (b) PP-120/silica, (c) PP-130/silica, (d) 

PP-140/silica, (e) PP-0-100/silica and (f) PP-0-120/silica. 

 

The dispersion and morphology of formed silica were observed by TEM (Figure 5).  

The morphology of silica in PP had highly dispersed nanoparticles around 10 nm in all 

of the PP/silica.  The size of silica was comparative to PP amorphous thickness and 
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this tendency is also observed in gyration of radius (Rg) evaluated from Guinier plot in 

SAXS profiles for qRg < 2 [46].  This is probably because the confinement in 

amorphous region of PP.  Since formation of silica was confined by the amorphous 

region, the size of formed silica was well correlated to amorphous thickness.   

 

 

Figure 6.  Relationship between amorphous thickness of PP and mass fractal 

dimension of silica. 

 

  The shape of formed silica was investigated by SAXS measurements.  The main 

scattering of PP/silica nanocomposites measured by SAXS is generally attributed from 

silica, where I(q) reflects their morphological characteristics.  The mass fractal 

dimension (Dm, 1 < Dm < 3) determined by SAXS profile from slope in the range of qRg 

> 1 reflects the shape of silica [47,48].  For example, silica with Dm = 3, 2 or 1 possess 

spherical, sheet-type or rod-type structure, respectively, i.e. lower Dm value expresses 
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the structure with anisotropy.  The Dm value of silica synthesized in PP decreased from 

3 to 2 with amorphous thickness (la), indicating morphological change from spherical to 

sheet-type morphology (Figure 6).  As mentioned in observation of silica using 

electron microscope, the synthesis of silica in PP was confined by the higher order 

structure of PP while spherical silica is formed by usual sol-gel reaction (Figure 4).  

The confinement should be stronger as amorphous thickness decreases, in short, the 

small la led to severe restriction of growth direction of silica, resulting in the formation 

of anisotropic silica.  It was found that the morphological control of silica was 

successfully achieved by the higher order structure as a template.   

 

Figure 7.  Viscoelastic properties of PP/silica with (a) 2.2 wt% and (b) 1.9 wt%.  

 

  Linear viscoelastic measurements were carried out to investigate the effects of silica 

morphology in PP on the network formation.  In this series, viscoelastic properties 

were separately discussed using samples with similar silica content because the 

measurements are dramatically influenced by silica content.  Figure 7 (a) shows the 
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viscoelastic properties of PP/silica (PP-0-100/silica, PP-0-120/silica) with same silica 

content (2.2 wt%) and different Dm value (PP-0-100/silica: 2.20, PP-0-120/silica: 2.77).  

All PP/silica had much higher storage modulus (G’) at low-frequency area than neat PP.  

With respect to the morphology of silica, low Dm value i.e. anisotropic silica led to high 

reinforcement in low-frequency G’.  This results well corresponds to the fact, which 

the formation of network is dominated by the aspect ratio of filler [49,50].  Figure 7 

(b) shows viscoelastic properties of PP/silica (PP-120/silica, PP-130/silica and 

PP-140/silica) with similar silica content (1.9 wt%) and different Dm value 

(PP-120/silica: 2.42, PP-130/silica: 2.61, PP-140/silica: 2.76).  In contrast to previous 

results, the G’ at low frequency area was positively correlated with Dm value.  The 

appearance of plateau at low frequency area, which indicates the formation of the 

network structure, was observed for PP-140 with only 1.9 wt% of silica.  The threshold 

is as low as that incorporating filler with high aspect ratio like clay or carbon nanotube 

[51-56].  A network formation is mainly affected by the dispersion and shape of silica.  

The dispersion of silica should be different from others.  Kalaitzidou et al. indicated 

the percolation threshold is affected by size of spherulite [57].  Therefore, the 

boundary area between spherulites plays key role on percolation threshold.  Since low 

area of spherulite boundary was provided with large spherulite size, the localized 

dispersion of silica was obtained on large spherulite.  Consequently, the network 

structure was successfully constructed by the localized dispersion in spite of forming 

spherical silica.  
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3.4. Conclusions 

  In order to control the morphology of silica in PP, silica was synthesized through 

sol-gel reaction with the aid of supercritical CO2 in PP with different higher order 

structures.  The higher order structure of PP was controlled by the conditions of 

quenching and annealing temperature.  The formed silica was controlled by amorphous 

thickness, which led to the confinement of silica synthesis.  The viscoelastic properties 

were found to be affected by the shape and dispersion of silica.   

Thus we have successfully employed a novel approach for the control of silica structure 

using the amorphous strucutre of PP as a template for the confined sol-gel reaction. 
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Development of Bio-Inspired Polypropylene-Based Materials 

through Sol-Gel Reaction in  

Laminated Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene  
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4.1. Introduction 

  Designing materials, which exhibit exceptional mechanical properties, is challenging 

goal on polymer-based nanocomposites.  The properties of polymer nanocomposites 

are mainly affected by the dispersion of filler particles as well as the interaction between 

polymer and filler.  Especially, several researchers have focused on controlling the 

orientation of filler with high aspect ratio.  For example, Okamoto et al. reported the 

construction of particular clay orientation, what is called “house of cards like structure” 

in maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene and the vertical orientation led to higher 

reinforcement [1].  Nanocomposite gel, which possesses ductile and strong properties, 

is also reinforced by similar mechanism [2,3].  Whereas the design of filler orientation 

in polymer is important to develop high performance materials, it is necessary to obtain 

new design direction for further reinforcement. 

Hierarchical control of filler is a key to achieve drastic reinforcement on polymer-based 

nanocomposites.  Natural materials like tooth, bone, nacre have hierarchical structures, 

which induce far excellent mechanical properties in contrast to artificial mixture of their 

component [4,5].  In particular, nacre is a good example of such high performance 

natural materials.  Nacre, which is composed by brittle CaCO3 with a few percent 

addition of biopolymer exhibits a toughness about 3000 times higher than CaCO3 

(Figure 1) [6], and the resulting properties are originated from architecture of nacre 

constructing the densely packed brick structure of layered CaCO3 crystal [7,8].  The 

formation of compact brick structures leads to the several mechanisms including crack 

deflection at the platelet/matrix interface [9], viscoelastic energy dissipation in the 

polymer matrix [10], interfacial strain hardening [11] and so on, resulting in strong and 

ductile hybrid materials.  Therefore, it is important to precisely control the dispersion 
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of filler from macro to nano-scale by mimicking the structure of nacre. 

 

Figure 1.  Image of hierarchical structure of nacre. 

 

  Recently, many studies have been conducted to produce high performance materials 

by mimicking structure of nacre.  Posiadlo employed layer-by-layer approach using 

two kinds of solution including polyvinylalcohol and nanoclay, respectively (Figure 2) 

[12].  They prepared high oriented structure of clay particles in polyvinylalcohol and 

achieved dramatic reinforcement.  Bonderer et al. also prepared the structure through 

repetition of the casting of solution containing Al2O3 plate and subsequent spin coating 

of polymer solution [13].  Since these bottom up designs such as spin coating [13], 

layer by layer [12,14,15] and casting [16,17] enable precise control of filler orientation, 

the brick structures mimicking nacre were successfully prepared and the mechanical 

properties of resultant composites were dramatically improved.  Another approach was 

reported by Randall, who controlled the orientation of Al2O3 particles using magnetic 

field after homogeneously dispersing particles in polyurethane though solvent mixing 

CaCO3 crystalbio polymer

Brick structure
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[18].  As mentioned in above, bottom-up assembly process using solvent is frequently 

employed to artificially design a nacre-like brick structure. 

 

Figure 2. Images of nanocomposites prepared through solution methods by mimicking 

the structure of nacre. 

 

  Polypropylene (PP) has been widely used as from commodity to special products due 

to its various excellent properties such as low production cost, good processability, low 

environmental load, balanced mechanical properties and so on.  It is considered that 

construction of a nacre-like brick structure in PP have a great potential to achieve 

expansion of the versatility.  While bottom up assembly process using solvent is 

approach to prepare a nacre-like brick structures, non-polar nature of polypropylene 

(PP) makes it impossible to employ the method due to poor solubility in general solvent.  

Bonderer et al. attempted to prepare a brick structure by gel-cast using decaline as a 

solvent, but low volatility of decaline led to incomplete orientation and formation of 

cavitation, resulting in poor reinforcement [19].  PP-based nanocomposites also suffer 

from poor compatibility between polymer and filler, forming three dimensional 

aggregates of filler in PP.  To prepare a nacre-like structure in PP is important not only 

for the drastic reinforcement but also for developing versatile method to employ every 

polymer. 

Polymer

Platelet filler
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  In order to form a nacre-like brick structure in PP, the PP nanocomposites were 

prepared in laminated biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) film through 

impregnation of silicon alkoxide with the aid of supercritical CO2 (scCO2), followed by 

sol-gel reaction.  Since the silicon alkoxide is only impregnated in PP amorphous 

region without dissolving crystal part of PP using scCO2, silica morphologies enables to 

control using PP amorphous region as a template [20,21].  BOPP, which is produced 

through elongation process under melting temperature, has various properties such as 

high modulus, strength, transparency and so on.  The typical properties are originated 

from the morphology of BOPP, which the lamellar and amorphous part are strongly 

oriented perpendicular to film thickness.  In this study, thin BOPP was firstly hot 

pressed to produce laminated BOPP film, then silica is synthesized using the 

impregnation and subsequent sol-gel reaction.  It is expected that silica is synthesized 

not only in restricted PP amorphous part but also adhesive layer between BOPP films, 

leading to formation of a nacre-like brick structure (Figure 3).   

The purpose of this study is to achieve drastic reinforcement of PP by forming a 

nacre-like brick structure in BOPP through impregnation of silicon alkoxide with the aid 

of scCO2 and subsequent sol-gel reaction.   
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Figure 3.  Synthetic images 

 

  The silica was synthesized not only in amorphous region but also in interface 

between BOPP films.  The maximum reinforcement reached and 25% for tensile 

strength and 32% for Young’s modulus compared to BOPP and 1010% for tensile 

strength and 260% for Young’s modulus compared to unoriented PP. 

 

 

4.2. Experimental 

4.2.1. Materials 

  Biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) films with the thickness of 2.5, 10, 22 μm 

were employed as matrices.  Tetra-n-propoxysilane (TPOS) was used as a silica 

precursor. 

 

4.2.2. Sample preparation 

  Overlapped thin BOPP films were adhered by hot-press at 150-167 C for 1 h under 
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20 MPa to produce film with the thickness of 100 μm (Scheme 1).  BOPP/silica 

samples were prepared by two steps: (1) impregnation of TPOS in the BOPP amorphous 

region and adherend between BOPP using scCO2, and (2) subsequent sol-gel reaction of 

TPOS in the matrix.  A adhered BOPP film and TPOS (0.3 mol/l) were placed in a 50 

ml autoclave and then scCO2 was introduced at 80 (120) C for 3 h under 165 kg/cm
3
.  

After that, the film containing TPOS was immediately transferred in a glass reactor, 

where the sol-gel reaction was performed for 24 h in the presence of HCl vapor at 80C.  

The hot-press was also performed at 230C under 20 MPa for 5 min, and then quenched 

at room temperature to prepare unoriented PP film. 

  

4.4.3. Characterization 

  The silica content in BOPP/silica was evaluated from the weight of inorganic residue 

after incinerating organic components at 600C using electric furnace.  The used 

sample was hot pressed at 230C under 20 MPa for 5 min to avoid the removal of 

sample from a holder, coused by the heat shurinkage of BOPP.  Sample crystallinities 

were measured by wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD, Rigaku, Rint2000).  The 

measurements were performed in a reflection mode at room temperature with CuKα 

radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA with the step of 0.02 from 10 to 30.  The 

dispersion and particle morphology of silica synthesized in film were observed by a 

transmission electron microscope (TEM, Hitachi, H-7650).  TEM specimens with the 

thickness of 50 nm were prepared by an ultramicrotome with a Leica ULTRACUT FCS.  

Tensile tests (Abecks Inc., DAT-100) were carried out at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min 

at room temperature using a dumbbell-shaped specimen.  The Young’s modulus and 

tensile strength were determined as average values in five measurements.  The samples 
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were elongated to either MD (machine direction) or TD (transverse direction). 

 

 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

  Firstly, effects of hot-pressing temperature on mechanical properties of laminated 

BOPP films were examined by tensile tests.  The results of tensile tests were shown in 

Table 1 and Figure 4. 

 

Table 1.  Results of tensile test 

 

Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Young's 

modulus (MPa) 

Elongation at 

break (%) 

BOPP-130 94 967 108 

BOPP-150 98 979 129 

BOPP-160 104 963 149 

BOPP-165 106 979 170 

BOPP-167 108 987 196 
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Figure 4.  Stress-strain curves of BOPP 

 

  The elongation and tensile strength were improved by increasing hot press 

temperature.  However, the slope above 0.1 of elongation was reduced from Figure 4, 

so high tensile strength was attributed from extended elongation.  These results were 

related to relaxation of molecular orientation and strong adhesion between BOPP films, 

which results in better elongation.  Table 2 shows silica content of BOPP/silica.  The 

silica content of BOPP-150/silica is the highest in these samples.  In the previous 

chapter, it was found that silica content largely depends on the crystallinity.  Therefore, 

the results listed in Table 2 were added into the figure written about the relationship 

between the crystallinity and the silica content.   
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Table 2.  Silica content of BOPP/silica 

Sample 
Silica content 

(wt%) 
Crystallinity (wt%)

a
 

BOPP-150/SiO2 2.0 81 

BOPP-160/SiO2 1.3 83 

BOPP-165/SiO2 1.4 83 

BOPP-167/SiO2 1.3 83 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Relationship between the crystallinity and the silica content. 

 

 

  The silica content of composites prepared in this time is higher than linear line.  

Upper parts from line indicate the silica content in interface between BOPP films.  The 

separated silica content was summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3.  Silica content of BOPP/silica located in amorphous region of BOPP and 

interface between BOPP films 

Sample 

Silica 

content 

(wt%) 

Crystallinity 

(wt%)
a
 

Silica 

content in 

amorphous 

(wt%) 

Silica 

content  

in interface 

between 

BOPP 

films 

(wt%) 

BOPP-150/Silica 2.0 81 0.9 1.1 

BOPP-160/Silica 1.3 83 0.8 0.5 

BOPP-165/Silica 1.4 83 0.8 0.6 

BOPP-167/Silica 1.3 83 0.8 0.5 

 

The silica content of BOPP-150/silica located in interface between BOPP films is 

highest, indicating that silica is largely synthesized there due to weak interface 

connection between BOPP films.  The hot press temperature was consequently 

determined at 150 C and the BOPP/Silica was hot-pressed at 160C for 1 h under 20 

MPa after synthesis of silica to enhance the adhesion between thin BOPP films.  TEM 

observation was performed to examine the dispersion and morphology of formed silica. 
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Figure 6.  TEM images of BOPP/Silica 

Lines of silica were observed with respect to each period of 2.5 μm, which 

corresponds to initial BOPP film thickness, resulting in the formation of silica in 

interface between initial BOPP films.  The size of silica formed in amorphous region 

was below 10 nm.  Seeing from TEM pictures, different size of silica was observed in 

the amorphous region and interface between BOPP films, inducing the difficulty to 

measure SAXS.  Considering the previous results showing the relationship the 

amorphous thickness and shape of silica, disc type silica was formed in amorphous 

region because of enough confinement to produce low dimensional silica.  The results 

of tensile tests were summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 4.  Results of tensile test 

Sample 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa) 

Elongation at 

break (%) 

Silica 

content 

(wt%) 

BOPP-MD 108 910 210 - 

BOPP/Silica-MD 111 1040 197 2.0 

BOPP-TD 177 1181 86 - 

BOPP/Silica-TD 193 1376 72 2.0 

 

 

Figure 7.  Strain-stress curves of BOPP and BOPP/Silica. 

 

The mechanical properties of BOPP elongated to TD was higher than that to MD.  It 

was thought that the molecular chain and crystals in BOPP are preferentially oriented to 

TD while the draw ratio is unknown.  The addition of silica led to high reinforcement 

in the case of TD.  The precise reason is unclear, but the orientation of synthesized 
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silica to TD might be caused by strong orientation of crystals to TD, resulting in high 

reinforcement. 

  Effects of initial BOPP film thickness on mechanical properties and synthesized 

structures were examined (Table 5)   
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Table 5.  Results of tensile test  

 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 
a
 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

at break (%) 

Silica 

content 

(wt%) 

Crystallinity 

(wt%) 

BOPP(2.5)-MD 108 910 210 - 

82 

BOPP(2.5)/Silica-MD 111 1040 197 2.0 

BOPP(2.5)-TD 177 1181 86 - 

BOPP(2.5)/Silica-TD 193 1376 72 2.0 

BOPP(10)-MD 92 718 220 - 

85 

BOPP(10)/Silica-MD 95 796 207 1.4 

BOPP(10)-TD 166 1219 69 - 

BOPP(10)/Silica-TD 179 1380 65 1.4 

BOPP(22)-MD 102 832 229 - 

87 

BOPP(22)/Silica-MD 102 946 211 1.1 

BOPP(22)-TD 186 1323 63 - 

BOPP(22)/Silica-TD 191 1494 61 1.1 
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Silica content was decreased with film thickness of initial BOPP film probably 

because amorphous area and adhesive area between BOPP films to incorporate silicon 

alkoxide decreased.  Because of large error range, the tendency elongated into MD 

direction was not observed.  Therefore, the results of mechanical properties elongated 

to TD were discussed in this session due to overcoming the change from effort range.  

The effects of initial BOPP film thickness on mechanical properties were hardly 

observed regardless of increasing crystallinity with the film thickness.  It might relate 

to the level of orientation and the orientation degree of BOPP-22 is perhaps low.  

While the mechanical properties of BOPP-2.5 and BOPP-10 were improved by the 

addition of silica, the reinforcement was not obtained by the synthesis of silica in 

BOPP-22 (Figure 8).  Three scenarios were considered as the reason: 1) reduction of 

silica content, 2) increase of crystallinity and 3) change of synthesized silica structure 

such as size and shape.  Especially, 3) is key factor to determine the properties of 

resulting composites.  While the small-angle X-ray scattering were powerful tool to 

examine the size and dimension of synthesized silica, it was not available because of 

problems previously mentioned.  Therefore, the structure of synthesized silica was 

observed using TEM (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8.  Reinforcement degree of BOPP/Silica with different initial BOPP film 

thickness. 

 

 

 

Figure 9.  TEM images of BOPP(2.5)/Silica and BOPP(22)/Silica.  

 

Formed SiO2 mainly had the morphology of highly dispersed nanoparticles.  The 

size of SiO2 synthesized in BOPP-2.5 (6 nm) was smaller than that in BOPP-22 (>10 

nm).  From the previous study, it was found that the size and dimension of synthesized 

silica were affected by the amorphous thickness, and thinner amorphous thickness led to 

smaller and lower-dimensional silica particles.  Therefore, it was considered that the 
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formation of large and sphere-like silica diminished the mechanical reinforcement.  

The images of formed structure was shown in Figure 10.  It was considered that the 

structure of BOPP(2.5)/Silica was similar with nacre compared to BOPP(22)/Silica, 

resulting in high reinforcement. 

 

(a)                          (b) 

 

Figure 10.  Considerable illustration of formed silica structure in (a) BOPP(2.5) and 

(b) BOPP (22). 

 

HCl and NH3 were firstly employed as catalysts for sol-gel reaction to control the 

morphology of silica.  The morphology and dispersion were observed by TEM (Figure 

11).   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 11.  TEM images of BOPP/Silica prepared with (a) HCl or (b) NH3. 

 

 

  Lines of silica were observed with respect to each period of 2.5 μm, which 

corresponds to initial BOPP film thickness, resulting in the formation of silica in 

interface between initial BOPP films.  The morphology of synthesized silica had 

highly dispersed nanoparticle.  The size of silica synthesized with NH3 was larger than 

that with HCl. 
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  In order to evaluate mechanical properties of BOPP/Silica prepared with different 

catalyst, tensile tests were carried out (Table 6, Figure 12). 

 

Table 6.  Results of tensile test of BOPP/Silica prepared with different catalyst 

 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 
a
 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa) 
a
 

Elongation 

at break (%) 

a
 

Silica 

content 

(wt%) 
b
 

BOPP-MD 108 910 210 - 

BOPP/Silica (HCl)-MD 111 1040 197 2.0 

BOPP/Silica (NH3)-MD 119 1088 186 0.9 

BOPP-TD 177 1181 86 - 

BOPP/Silica (HCl)-TD 193 1376 72 2.0 

BOPP/Silica (NH3)-TD 188 1428 73 0.9 

a
 Determined by tensile test 

b
 Evaluated from the weight of inorganic residue after incinerating organic components 

 

 

Figure 12.  Stress-strain curves of BOPP/Silica prepared with different catalyst. 
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  Silica content of BOPP/Silica prepared with NH3 was lower than that with HCl.  

This is because impregnated TPOS was evaporated from BOPP film.  It was indicated 

that silicon alkoxide was migrated to liquid phase at low concentration of catalyst vapor 

during sol-gel reaction in previous study.  Less volatility of NH3 led to low conversion 

of silicon alkoxide to silica in PP in contrast to the full conversion in HCl with more 

volatility, resulting in low silica content.   

The mechanical reinforcement of PP/silica (NH3) was relatively high in spite of low 

silica content.  The sol-gel reaction catalyzed by base catalyst usually produces silica 

particle with high condensation and large size.  On the other hand, the size of silica 

synthesized in the amorphous region was much smaller compared to that prepared 

through usual sol-gel reaction due to spatial confinement in the amorphous region.  

The confinement should be stronger by sol-gel conditions to prepare larger particle, 

leading to formation of anisotropic silica.  It was considered that the high 

reinforcement was attributed from the formation of anisotropic silica with high 

condensation. 

 

  In order to increase the silica content, TPOS was impregnated at high temperature 

(120C).  The results of tensile tests are summarized in Table 7 and Figure 13.  TEM 

images are also shown in Figure 14. 
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Table 7.  Results of tensile tests of BOPP/Silica prepared through different 

impregnation temperature 

  

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 
a
 

Young's 

modulus 

(MPa) 
a
 

Elongation 

at break 

(%) 
a
 

Silica 

content 

(wt%) 
b
 

Crystallinity 

(wt%) 
c
 

PP 
d
 22 601 >500 - 62 

BOPP-MD 108 910 210 - 82 

BOPP/Silica 

(imp.80)-MD 
119 1088 186 0.9 82 

BOPP/Silica 

(imp.120)-MD 
127 1118 220 2.1 82 

BOPP-TD 177 1181 86 - 82 

BOPP/Silica 

(imp.80)-TD 
188 1428 73 0.9 82 

BOPP/Silica 

(imp.120)-TD 
222 1564 73 2.1 82 

a
 Determined by tensile test 

b
 Evaluated from the weight of inorganic residue after incinerating organic components 

c
 Determined by WAXD 

d
 Prepared by hot press of BOPP 
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Figure 13.  Stress-strain curves of BOPP/Silica with different silica content. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 14.  TEM images of (a) BOPP/silica (imp.120)-MD and (b) BOPP/silica 

(imp.120)-TD. 
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  The silica content was successfully improved by increasing impregnation temperature.  

By increasing silica content, not only mechanical properties but also elongation at break 

was improved in contrast to previous experiments.  It was considered that the 

reinforcement by the addition of silica overcame the deterioration by scCO2.  The 

deterioration by scCO2 might depend on treatment time rather than temperature, or the 

retreatment leads to further expansion of amorphous part, which promoted chain session 

or relaxation of chain orientation.  From TEM results, parallel oriented disc-type silica 

was observed in BOPP/silica (imp.120)-TD (Figure 14 (b)).  The amount of disc-type 

in TD silica looked more than that in MD, which might attribute from the orientation of 

PP amorphous region.  The maximum reinforcement reached and 25% for tensile 

strength and 32% for Young’s modulus compared to BOPP and 1010% for tensile 

strength and 260% for Young’s modulus compared to unoriented PP.  The 

reinforcement degree from BOPP is relatively high in case of polymer with high 

stiffness and it was found that the combination of oriented lamellar and synthesized 

silica produces drastic reinforcement. 

 

 

4.4. Conclusions  

  In order to mimic a hierarchical structure of nacre, silica was synthesized in 

amorphous region of BOPP and interface between laminated BOPP films through 

sol-gel reaction with the aid of BOPP films.  The structure was optimized by laminated 

temperature, initial BOPP film thickness and employed catalyst.  Silica was 

successfully synthesized in amorphous region of BOPP and interface between laminated 

BOPP films.  The maximum reinforcement reached and 25% for tensile strength and 
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32% for Young’s modulus compared to BOPP and 1010% for tensile strength and 260% 

for Young’s modulus compared to unoriented PP. 

  Thus, it was found that combination of oriented lamellar and silica formed in 

amorphous region resulted in exceptional reinforcement. 
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  In this study, PP/silica nanocomposites were prepared through the impregnation of PP 

amorphous part with silicon alkoxide and subsequent sol-gel reaction.  Since scCO2 

enables to disperse metal alkoxide in the amorphous region, the structural design was 

achieved utilizing the amorphous part.  The silica was synthesized in confined 

amorphous region of PP and the establishment of relationship between the structure of 

formed silica and properties of resultant nanocomposites was tried by changing 

conditions of sol-gel reaction.  Nano-silica was formed in PP amorphous part due to 

spatial confinement.  Silica network structures were successfully constructed in PP at 

low silica loading.  The relationship between the structure of formed silica network 

and properties of nanocomposites was established, where formation of low dimensional 

silica led to high reinforcement both in solid state and in molten state. 

  Silica was synthesized in PP with different higher structure in chapter 3.  The size 

and shape of silica was controlled by amorphous region of PP also due to confinement 

by PP amorphous region.  Sol-gel template synthesis using amorphous region of PP 

was newly proposed as new method to control morphology of silica synthesized through 

sol-gel method combined with template approach. 

  BOPP films were laminated, and then sol-gel reaction was performed after 

impregnation of BOPP with silicon alkoxide in chapter 5.  The drastic reinforcement 

was obtained by incorporating silica not only into amorphous part of BOPP and 

interface between laminated thin BOPP films.  The method results in new method to 

mimic nacre-like structure by top-down synthesis and versatile method employing every 

semi-crystalline polymer. 

  It was believed that obtained results contribute not only to academic but also to 

industrial field.  Since the method led to effective network formation, it is expected 
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that various properties such as electro or thermal conductivity are added by 

incorporating other oxide materials such as tin or alumina oxide.  In addition, the films 

after processing is possible to reinforce by incorporating filler using sol-gel method 

combined with the impregnation.   

  Finally, novel design of nano-silica network in polypropylene using sol-gel method 

with supercritical carbon dioxide was successfully achieved and the development is 

expected to expand both academic and industrial area. 
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1.  Introduction 

  Lacquer is one of the oldest coating materials.  It has been used on wood to paint many kinds of 

traditional materials such as architecture, craft and so on, producing many famous cultural heritages 

in Japan.  The raw materials of lacquer are consisted of an oil-in-water emulsion containing 

urushiol (Figure 1) sapped from lacquer tree [1,2].  The emulsion pasted on crafts is converted into 

stiff, lustrous and beautiful coating since urushiol was crosslinked under air moisture during drying 

in the presence of enzyme and laccase as catalyst.  However, crosslinked lacquer chain is 

susceptible to be cleaved by light because the light is absorbed by the double bond contained in the 

lacquer chain, resulting in the degradation of lacquer.  Since the degradation induces serious 

problem such as loss of gloss and/or formation of cracks, various studies were performed to examine 

the mechanism of the lacquer degradation [3-5].  In addition, stabilization of lacquer is essential to 

improve the resistance against light. 

One the other hand, lacquer is used by introducing pigments such as carbon, titanium oxide and so 

on.  Especially, carbon materials act not only as a pigment to give them black but also as a 

stabilizer because it enables to absorb light.  In other words, it has possibility to improve light 

stability by only incorporating carbon-type pigments.  In this study, pine smoke, which is 

traditionally employed and industrial smoke were chosen as pigments and other coating materials 

were used to compare effects of the addition of the pigments on the degradation.   
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Figure 1.  Chemical structure of lacquer 

 

R
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2.  Experimental 

Materials 

  Lacquer, glue, casein and acrylic emulsion resin kindly donated by Institute of Technology were 

employed as coating materials.  These materials were painted on woods.  Pine smoke and 

industrial smoke were also contained in lacquer as pigments.  Lacquer with pine smoke, lacquer 

with industrial smoke, natural lacquer, glue, casein and acrylic emulsion resin were named as sample 

A, sample B, sample C, sample D, sample E and sample F, respectively.  The colors of lacquers are 

black and other materials are brown (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2.  Picture of materials 

 

Sample exposures 

The samples were exposed by light (SEPAP 12/24, ATLAS) at 60C.  The wavelength of 

exposure light is above 290 nm.   

 

Instruments 

The degradation was detected by attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR, 

MAGNA-IR 860, Nicolet) with 32 scans equipped with Ge crystal and photoacoustic infrared 

spectroscopy (PAS-IR, Nicolet 6700 FT-IR, Thermo SCIENTIFIC) with 124 scans.  The gloss of 

A B        C         D        E        F
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surface was measured by gloss meter (PICOGLOSS 560MC, ERICHSEN).  UV-vis spectrometry 

(Lambda 650 S, Parkin elmer) were used to evaluate color difference.  The value of color 

difference was calculated from below equation. 

 

 

The surface was observed by optical microscope.  The chemiluminescence analyzer (CLA, 

CLA-FS3, Tohoku Electronic Industrial Co.,Ltd.) was employed to evaluate the oxidation state of 

lacquers.  The measurements were performed at different temperature under nitrogen to examine 

the activation energy. 
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3.  Results and discussion 

3.1.  Degradation of sample A, B and C  

  ATR-IR spectra of sample A, B and C are shown in Figure 3. 
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(c) 

 

Figure 3.  ATR-IR spectra of (a) sample A, (b) sample B and (c) sample C. 

 

  The intensity around 1710 cm
1

 was increased with exposure time and new peak appeared.  The 

peak is assigned to carboxyl or ketone groups caused by the degradation of the lacquer.  These 

lacquers are quite susceptible to be damaged by light exposure because the intensity increased 

rapidly for only a few hours.  The peak intensity was normalized by using a peak around 2900 cm
1

 

attributed from CH2 to compare oxidation degree among lacquers with or without carbon (Figure 4 

(a)).  The comparison were also performed using a peak around 3400 cm
1

, coming from OH 

groups because OH groups are induced by the degradation (Figure 4 (b)). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 4.  Relationship between exposure time and intensity of (a) COOH or (b) OH. 

 

  The intensity ratio was increased with exposure time and the order of the degradation speed was C 

> B > A.  It is found the addition of carbon is effective to stabilize lacquer materials and pine 

smoke shows highest stability.  However, it is thought that the improvement is insufficient to use it 

long period, so it is essential to add not only pigments but also stabilizers. 

 

  Gloss was measured to examine surface properties. 
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Figure 5.  Gloss measurements. 

 

The gloss was increased by initial exposure, and then dramatically decreased by long exposure.  

The order of the tendency was corresponded to that of surface degradation.  Though the gloss of 

sample C was almost lost by exposing for only 50 h, the retardation of gloss loss was induced by the 

addition of carbon and it is found that pine smoke is the most effective additives to keep the gloss. 

 

  Color differences were measured by UV-vis measurements.   
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Figure 6.  Color differences 

 

  Though large differences were observed on gloss loss, the gloss value did not change dramatically 

and the obvious tendency was not obtained.  It is probably originated from the color of lacquer.  

The color of lacquer is black, so it is thought that color does not change dramatically in spite of 

proceeding the degradation. 

 

Optical microscope was employed to observe surface of lacquers. 

 

Figure 7.  Optical microscope images of sample A exposed for (a) 0 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 20 h, (d) 30 h 

and (e) 50 h. 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)
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Figure 8.  Optical microscope images of sample B exposed for (a) 0 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 20 h, (d) 30 h 

and (e) 50 h. 

 

Figure 9.  Optical microscope images of sample C exposed for (a) 0 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 20 h, (d) 30 h 

and (e) 50 h. 

 

  Cracks are usually formed after stating oxidation, resulting in degradation of surface properties.  

However, any cracks were not observed in spite of increasing aging time in these lacquer samples.  

It is suggested that the mechanism of surface degradation is different from that of usual degradation 
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while cracks might be observed using scanning electric microscope.  Initially, the chain of lacquer 

is cleaved by light exposure, forming low molecular weight materials.  The low molecules caused 

by chain session are evaporated from surface and new layer appears.  The degradation is proceeded 

by repeating the procedure.  Therefore, it is thought that cracks is not observed due to volatilization 

of oxidative materials. 
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3.1.  Degradation of sample D, E and F   

  IR measurements were performed to examine the degradation of sample D, sample E and sample 

F.  Concerning these samples, PAS-IR measurements were carried out because ATR-IR 

measurements were not adequate due to bad roughness.  Figure 10 shows expanded IR spectra.  
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(c) 

 

Figure 10.  PAS-IR spectra of (a) sample D, (b) sample E and (c) sample F. 

 

  It is difficult to compare the oxidation state between lacquers and other samples due to the 

difference of depth resolution between ATR and PAS.  Therefore PAS-IR measurements of lacquers 

were also performed.  The degradation started to be progressed by exposure for 2 h along lacquers, 

but the degradation speed of sample D and sample E was very slow.  According to spectrum of 

sample F, the degradation was unclear because of overlap of peaks, but the degradation was 

gradually proceeded due to increase of intensity around 1780 cm
1

.  It is found that these materials 

are much more stable than lacquers.  

  The properties of surface were affected by degradation.  Therefore, gloss was measured to 

examine surface properties of these samples. 
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Figure 11.  Gloss measurements.  

 

  The gloss value was almost constant about sample D and sample E even exposure time was 

prolonged.  The gloss of sample B was lost by initial exposure and became constant.  Then, color 

differences were measured by UV-vis measurements to also examine the surface properties. 

 

 

Figure 12.  Gloss measurements. 
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  The color difference of sample F was increased with short exposure.  This result is well 

correlated with that of gloss measurements.  Therefore the surface properties might be lost by short 

exposure.  The color differences of sample D and sample F were not changed dramatically by 

exposure.   

 

Optical microscope was employed to observe surface of these samples. 

 

Figure 13.  Optical microscope images of sample D exposed for (a) 0 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 20 h, (d) 30 h, 

(e) 50 h, (f) 100 h, (g) 150 h, (h) 200 h, (i) 300 h, and (j) 500 h.  
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Figure 14.  Optical microscope images of sample E exposed for (a) 0 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 20 h, (d) 30 h, 

(e) 50 h, (f) 100 h, (g) 150 h, (h) 200 h, (i) 300 h, and (j) 500 h. 

 

Figure 15.  Optical microscope images of sample F exposed for (a) 0 h, (b) 10 h, (c) 20 h, (d) 30 h, 
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(e) 50 h, (f) 100 h, (g) 150 h, (h) 200 h, (i) 300 h, and (j) 500 h.   

  These samples were too rough to adjust focus of picture completely.  The surface structure was 

not change by the progress of degradation.  It is suggested that the mechanism of surface 

degradation is corresponded to that of lacquers. 

 

 

3.3.  Chemiluminescence analysis 

  CLA is a powerful tool to early detect a degradation of materials.  There are two methods to 

evaluate the degradation.  One is to measure oxidation induction time under oxygen.  The other is 

to access CL maximum intensity under nitrogen.  Concerning latter experiment, the oxidation 

degree is expressed by CL intensity and the measurements enable to perform with different 

temperature, making it possible to calculate activation energy.  In this time, CLA measurements 

were carried out under nitrogen with different temperature using sample B.  CL curves are shown in 

Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16.  CL curves measured by different temperature. 
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peak intensity decreases because the decomposition was completed and hydroperoxide was lost.  

The sample intensity was increased with measurement temperature.  These maximum intensities of 

CL peaks measured by different temperature were used to apply Arrhenius equation.  

 

Figure 17.  Arrehenius plot of sample B 

 

  The linear relationship was obtained by applying Arrehenius equation and this linearity enables to 

calculate activation energy from the slop.  The value of energy was 1.46 kJ/mol.  It was found that 

CL measurements are powerful tool to evaluate the activation energy. 
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4.  Conclusion 

  These lacquers were likely to degrade by light and the surface properties were 

dramatically influenced by the degradation.  Addition of pine smoke was the most 

effective ways to stabilize the lacquers.  The mechanism of surface degradation was 

expected that new layer was created by the degradation due to volatilization of oxidative 

materials.  Other brown materials were much stable than lacquers.  It was found that 

CL is a powerful tool to measure the activation energy. 
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